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This study is concerned with the accurate evaluation of some of 
the sixth and eighth-order contributions to the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the muon. In particular, we determine the contributions to 
the muon anomaly from fourth-order vacuum polarization to order m /m , 
e µ 
mass dependent photon-photon scattering, and second-order vacuum 
polarization insertions into the photon-photon scattering diagrams. 
We compare our results with experiment and other calculations. 
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One of the most important testing-grounds in quantum electrody-
1 namics (QED) is the comparison between theory and experiment of the 
anomalous magnetic moments of the charged leptons. The precision meas-
urement and theoretical calculation of the gyromagnetic ratio of the 
electron and muon offer exciting challenges to both the experimental and 
the theoretical physicist. In the case of the electron, the latest ex-




is so incredibly precise that the pre-
dictions of QED in sixth-order are being rigorously tested. With the 
recent and accurate evaluation3 of the photon-photon scattering contri-
bution a( 6) (YY), the dominant part of the error in atheory is now due 
e e 
to the experimental error in the fine-structure constant ~. When a more 
accurate value for ct becomes available, eighth-order calculations will 
be needed. For the muon, not only are accurate sixth-order corrections 
required, but also, the contribution to atheory from hadronic vacuum 
µ 
polarization insertions into the muon vertex must be included to obtain 
4 agreement with the latest Cern exper~ments . At present due to our im-
perfect knowledge of strong interaction physics, the hadronic contribu-
tion is calculable only as an integral over the experimental cross-
+ -section for one photon e e annihilation into hadrons, and the error in 
'; I 
l . ~~cy this contribution dominates the uncertainty in a · . The error in 
)1 
hadrons aµ can be reduced, however, by further experimental measurements 
1 
2 
of this cross-section. It is important to obtain a precise value for 
the contribution to the muon anomaly from the purely quantum electrody-
. . k . QED d exp h bt . . d namic corrections; nowing a an a , we can t en o ain an in e-
µ µ 
pendent estimate of the remaining contribution from the strong and weak 
interaction effects. Therefore, in addition to the need for more 
accurate values for the sixth-order corrections, the contributions from 
potentially large eighth-order processes must be determined. 
The expressions for the various contributions to the lepton anomaly 
take the form of multi-dimensional integrals over parametrizations of 
Feynman graphs. The integrands usually have a singular or peaked be-
havior (especially in the case of the muon) near some of the boundaries 
of the integration region. Obtaining reliable results for the integrals 
is dependent largely upon understanding the singular structure of the 
integrands. Along with related problems, the principal concern of this 
thesis is the refinement of some of the sixth- and eighth-order contribu-
tions to the muon anomaly. 
In Chapter II, we introduce a numerical technique, using Pade type 
II approximants, to accelerate the convergence of sequences of partial 
sums of series or integrals. 
Chapter III describes the accurate computation of vacuum polariza-
5 
tion to fourth-order • Various techniques, including changes of varia-
bles and Pade approximants are used to accelerate the convergence of the 
sequences which occur in the computation. A computer program listing is 
given in Appendix B. 
In Chapter IV the contribution6 to the muon anomaly from fourth-
order electron vacuum polarization is determined to order m /m using 
e µ 
the numerical techniques developed in Chapter II and the subroutine for 
computing fourth-order vacuum polarization discussed in Chapter III. 
In Chapter V we present a careful and systematic recomputation of 
7 
the photon-photon scattering contribution to the muon anomaly There 
3 
are 72 mass-independent and 24 mass-dependent Feynman diagrams in sixth-
8 
order . Accurate knowledge of the contribution from the six mass-depend-
ent photon-photon scattering diagrams is especially important since it 
provides the dominant contribution in this order of perturbation theory. 
In Chapter VI the eighth-order contribution to the muon anomaly 
from second-order vacuum polarization insertions into the photon-photon 






and LN --1!. 
m 
e 
terms are also evaluated. 
A summary and discussion of the results is contained in the final 
chapter along with a concluding comparison between theory and experiment. 
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We now discuss methods of extrapolating certain types of convergent 
sequences {s1 , s 2 , ... , Sk, ... }to the limit 
s H sk k-+ro 
using Pade type II approximants. An excellent review is given by J. 
. . 1 
Zinn-Justin . 
Definition: Let z , ... , z be p complex numbers f(z) a given 
1 p 







with f[n,m] (z.) = f(z.) fo~ i 
i i 
1, 2, ... , p and n + m + 1 
and Qm are polynomials· of degree n and m respectively. 
p. p 
n 
. . 1 . 
J. Zinn Justin gives the following convergence theorem analogous 
to a convergence theorem for the usual Pade approximants proved by 
2 
Nutall 
Theorem: If f(z) is a function of the Stieltjes 3 type, and if the 
points z. are chosen on a compact set of the real axis on the right of 
i 
all singularities of the function, then the sequence of Pade approxima-
tions converges toward the function, because the zeros of the denomina-
5 
6 
tors are on the cut of f(z). 
In particular we consider the application of Pade type II approxi-
()() 
mants to the problem of summing an infinite series S = I U. whose Kth 
i=l l 
k 
partial sum is sk L U The diagonal approximant is defined to be 
i=l i 0 
+ a Zn n s[n,n] (Z) 
1 + blZ + ... + b Zn n 
s . k 
k' 1, 2n + 1. We define the Pade approximant to 
the sum S to be 
s[n,n] (0) a 
0 
Consideration of a simple example shows that the rate of conver-
gence of the approximants to the sum S is sensitive to the choice of 
the {Z }. 
K 
()() 1 







1 3 3 Ps{2, 4' 1, 2' 2}. The results shown in Table I for 
4,5 
show that the simple choice 





In fact, if we evaluate f[s,s](O) I 
zk 
1 
we obtain 11-place agreement 
k' 
with the exact result! 
TABLE I 
PADE TYPE II APPROXIMANTS TO ~(2) 
FOR DIFFERENT CHOICES 
OF CO-ORDINATES 






3/2 1. 61145 
2 1.58065 
In order to arrive at a rule for systematically choosing the {Zk}, let 
us consider the expression for a 
0 
sl zl 




0 1 zl 
1 
1 z ... 
2n+l 
Zn - s z 




n -s z 
2n+l 2n+l 




We notice that a 
0 






[n,n] { } We then have S (0) = S. We see that the set Zk is on a compact 
set of the real axis with the origin as an accumulation point. For 
example, if the given series is convergent and monotonically increasing 
such that 0 < U < U , then we have 0 < Z < Z and we can choose 
k+l k k+l k 
the Z 's on [0,1]. 
k 
1 
We can now understand why Zk = k is an appropriate choice of co-





m=k+l 2 m 
1 1 





Hence for large k the co-ordinates are approximately 
1 
k 
s k >> 1 
Now S[n,n](O) is invariant under the transformation {Zk} ~ {czk}, where 
C is an arbitrary normalizing constant; consequently, we may simply 
choose 
An example for which we may determine 
1-rk 
geometric series. We have S = ~~-
, · k 1-r ' 
k >> 1 
the co-ordinates e,xactly is the 
1 
s = l-r' and zk 
k 
r . In general 
we can not find the "correct" co-ordinates {z } since we would need to 
k 
know the sum of the series; however, as a method of approximating the 
sum of a series of positive terms, we can try to determine the asymptotic 
9 
form of the remainder, and then use the asymptotic approximation for the 
We now consider an example that is particularly relavant to the 
evaluation of an integral whose integrand has a singularity in its 
zeroth or first derivative at one of the endpoints of the integration 
interval. 
Suppose that a positive series S is asymptotically geometric. By 
u 
this we mean £.t _k+m 
k-+oo Uk 
rm where 0 < r <land ms{l, 2, ···}. Then the 
asymptotic form of the co-ordinates Zk -
s-s 
k 
s for the Pade type II 
approximant is 
for consider 
u + u + ... 
k+l k+2 
s 





+ r as k + 00 we have 
Uk 
zk + Uk 
r 
(1-r)S 
Noting the invariance of S [ n 'n] (0) under { Zk} + { C Zk} we have the re-
sult. 
As an example of the application of this result to the evaluation 
of an integral, we consider the integral representation of ~(2) 
s s ( 2) fl dt LN (1-t) 
0 t 
We consider s(2) as a limit of a sequence of partial sums 




J k dt LN(l-t) 
0 t 
10 
Defining Uk sk - s we form k-1' 
Upon letting E: 
k+m 
m 
r E:k with 

















Consequently, the asymptotic form of the Pade type II co-ordinates is 
On the other hand, we can study the analytic structure of the se-
quence of functions S (k = 1,2, ... ) numerically. Let the interval [0,1] 
k 
be divided into m {l,2,4,8,16,32} subintervals. This choice corre-
sponds to setting r = 1/2. An eight point Gauss quadrature is then 
applied to each subinterval, and the results of all the subintervals are 
summed. Thus a sequence of approximant partial sums S~ shown in column 
l of Table II is obtained. The results shown in columns 2 or 3 of 
Table II clearly show the geometric character of the convergence. Using 
11 
the co-ordinates Zk = Uk/U{, we obtain for the Pade extrapolation 
1.644934066848720 
This remarkable result agrees with ~(2) to 13 decimal places (a 9 place 
improvement over the last quadrature approximation s 6 ) ! It should be 
rem~mbered; however, that 504 function evaluations were required to ob-
tain this number. Also the convergence is not nearly so rapid for some 









SEQUENCE OF QUADRATURE APPROXIMATIONS Sk IS SHOWN ALONG 









1.636221116771679 4.344583280914582 x 10-3 1. 
1.640565700052593 2.181170094297302 x 10-3 .5020435685693985 
1.642796870146890 1.092839813718882 x 10-3 .2515407696772230 
1.643839709960609 5.469881472146554 x 10 
-4 
.1259011766715422 
1.644386698110782 2.736367125502070 x 10-4 .0629834197798145 
1.644660334820374 
The geometric interval method is most useful when the integrand or 
its first derivative is singular at one of the endpoints of the integra-
tion interval. 
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CHAPTER III 
VAC4 - ACCURATE COMPUTATION OF FOURTH-ORDER 
VACUUM POLARIZATION 
Introduction 
The fourth-order vacuum polarization kernel1 which gives the ampli-
tude for the occurrence of the four fundamental processes depicted in 
Figure 1 contributes radiative corrections to the bound state energy 
levels of atoms, as well as muonic atoms, and the anomalous magnetic 
2 
moments of the electron and the muon. In the case of the electron mag-
netic moment an exact analytic result has been obtained for this contri-
bution. In other calculations it is necessary to resort to numerical 
quadrature or semianalytic approximations to obtain these corrections. 
Although calculations of all 6th-order contributions to the anomalous 
magnetic moments of the electron and muon have been made, an accurate 
graph of the 4th-order kernel has not been presented. With this in mind 
we describe here in some detail VAC4, a subroutine we have developed, 
which accurately computes vacuum polarization to fourth-order, in both 
the space-like and the time-like regions. Furthermore, in the case of 
m 
the muon, there are corrections of O(~) which have yet to be determined. 
illµ 





e e e 
(c) (_d) 
Figure 1. Fourth-order Vacuum Polarization Diagrams 
with 
Definitions 




Re1f (p ) 
2 
p 
! /"' dt 




where the imaginary part of the spectral function is given by 
2 




(~) <ojj jz><zjj lo> 
p =p µ µ 
In particular, the real and imaginary parts of the 4th-order vacuum 
15 
polarization kernel including the three proper diagrams and the amplitude 
from the single double-bubble graph are given by: 1 
(4) ( 2) Re1f p 
+ 
(4) ( 2) Im1f p 
+ 
2 
a {- ll.__ + 11 02 
2 108 72 
31f 
(~ + ~ 02 - 23 04 + 06 
32 16 32 12)B 
4 
(19 _ 55 0 2 + ~)A 
24 72 3 
2 2 4 
(3-o )C+(3+2o - o ) FGH ( o 2 ) } 
2 04 3-o 2 64o 4 a { 0 (- 19 + ~ 02 
31f 2 
- - - --Ln ) 
24 72 3 2 (l-02) 3 
l+o (~ + ~ 02 - ~ 04 
06 





2 o4 1-o o 2 (% + o - 2> (4c/> (- l+o> + 2c/> (~:o) + n2 >}El (1-0) 
4m2 2 
space-like virtual photon momentum 
2 
where, o l + p -2-, 
p time-like virtual photon momentum 
The interval over which the function Ren( 4 ) (p 2 ) is to be evaluated 
further subdivides for the time-like case. (We label region II for 
q < 2m and region III for q > 2m) . For later reference the space-like 
region is referred to as region I. For regions I, II, and III the 
following formulae apply to the variables in the expression for the 
kernel. 










(4) n ---1>0 2 
q 
rn2 11+01 2 - n e (1-0) I, III 1-o B 
-1 l) 2 -ijJ (tan II 
n 
e (1-0) ~[l + __J:.:.?_ J = {o I (5) 
11-ol 1 II 
c 
3 2 
- 1f e <1-0) 
4 
- l Ln 2 11 +o I + L 11 +. o I 
4 1-o ~Ln l~o 
[ -1 1 -1 -1 l n w(2 tan -) - 2w(2 tan n) + tan - Ln n n 
1/1 (x) 







f x Ln (l+z) dz 
l z 
4 











Ln ( l+t) 
t 










The function w(x) is easily computed to 14-place accuracy using the 
3 
method given by Clausen 


















TI X 2 
6 - </> ( - x+ 1) + ~ Ln ( l+x) 
1 





- ~ + </>(- x+l) + ~ LnlxlLn (l+x) 
6 x lxl 
-1 < x < - ~ (9) 
The arguments of </> on the right hand sides of Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) lie 
on the interval (0,1), hence all values of <j>(x) for -1 ~ x ~ 1 may be 
expressed in terms of <j>(z) with 0 ~ z ~ 1 
x 0 < x < 1 
x 
-~ 0 where z - -- < x < l+x 
l+x 
-1 < x < -~ 
x 
The series to be evaluated are oscillating and rapidly convergent. For 
z $ .8, a sum of 30 terms or less of the series gives 10-place accuracy. 
For z ~ .8, the s-algorithm516 was used to accelerate the convergence of 
the sequence of partial sums. The results obtained were found to be in 
agreement with those tabulated by Mitchell 4 
In the evaluation of FGH (o 2), changes of variables, numerical quad-
ratures, and convergence techniques were used to obtain accurate results. 
To circumvent the logarithmic infinities which occur in the inte-
2 
grand of FGH (o ) changes of variables are made. In regions I and II 
let t = Sin8, then 
19 
12 . 2e !TI g(Sine) Lnll - Sin I Cose de 
0 02 
(14) 
In region III there is a divergence at t = o as well as at t 1 since 
0 < o < l; consequently, we split the integration interval. 
2 
FGH ( o ) 
0 2 2 
f g(t) Lnll - \I dt + f 1 g(t) Lnjl - \I dt 
0 0 0 0 
In the first integral let t o Sine 
TI 
J 0 + J2 g(o Sine) Lnjl - Sin2el o Cose ae 
0 0 
In the second integral let t 
. 2 
(1-o) sin e+o 
TI 
f 1 + 2(1-0) f 2 g[(l-o) sin2 e + o] 
0 0 
1-o 2 2 
x Lnjl - (~0- Sin e+l) I Sine Cose de 
The integrals for all three regions have been reduced to the form 





where X(e) is finite and vanishing at the endpoints of the integration 
interval. 
For the numerical quadrature, the interval [o, ~] is divided into 
{m = 1,2,3,4, .... } subintervals. A Gauss quadrature is applied to each 
subinterval and the results of all subintervals are summed. Thus, a 
sequence of partial sums Sk, (k=l,2, .. ) to Eq. (18) is obtained. 
20 
With the transformations defined above, the sequences of quadra-
ture approximations to FGH are rapidly convergent. The sequences were 
extrapolated to k 00 by the method of Pade type II approximants. The 
co-ordinates were chosen to be Zk = l/k. The results shown in Table 
2 
III are typical of the rates of convergence for other values of o . The 
extrapolated value for FGH(l) agrees with the exact answer (which is 
3 7 9 
known to be - - s(3) ) to 2 parts in 10 , and since the rates of con-
4 
vergence for other values of o2 is as good or better than that for 
2 o = 1, we can expect an error of approximately the same magnitude or 
better. 
Consistency Checks 
As an independent check on the overall accuracy of our routine 
VAC4 in the space-like region, we used it to compute the fourth-order 
vacuum polarization contribution to the sixth-order electron magnetic 
moment. Since the answer is known analytically8 , we can check it 
directly. Table IV gives the results of the sequence of quadrature 
approximations in which (m = 1,2,3,4,5) Gauss quadratures were applied 
on the interval (0,1) to evaluate the integral 
( 6) 




1 ( 4) 2 
f dx(l-x)ReTI (q 
0 




The Pade extrapolation to this sequence of partial sums (using the k co-
ordinate method) is .0554291769 which agrees to 8 figures with the exact 
result of Mignaco and Remiddi. 
Region I, FGH ( o2 










SEQUENCE OF APPROXIMATIONS TO FGH(6 2 ) IN EACH OF THE THREE REGIONS, 
ILLUSTRATING TYPICAL RATES OF CONVERGENCE 
2) 
2 











- 3) Region III, FGH(6 2 
24 





















(6) th a ( 4- order V. P. ) 
e 
22 
<~>3 {269 _ 434 s< 2 > + 61 s( 3 > _ 14 s2< 2> 
7T 81 135 18 15 
+ ~Li (~) 8 8 2 4 2 . 3 s ( 2) Ln 2 - 3 s ( 2) Ln 2 + 9 Ln 2 } 3 4 
= .0554291775 
TABLE IV 
SEQUENCE OF QUADRATURE APPROXIMATIONS USING 
VAC4 TO COMPUTE THE FOURTH-ORDER VACUUM 







IN UNITS OF (%) 3 e 
( 6) 







As a check on VAC4's accuracy in the time-like region II, we 
numerically computed the order a 2 correction' to the hyperfine structure 
of positronium associated with the annihilation diagrams shown in 
Figure 2. Since the level shift has already been determined analytical-
ly9,10 4 to order a R , we have a basis for an accurate comparison. 
co 





Figure 2. Annihilation Diagrams With Fourth-order 
Vacuum Polarization Insertions, Con-
tributing to the Positronium Ground-
state Hyperfine Splitting in Sixth-
order 
23 
2 2 Rerr ( 4 ) (-k 2 ) 
- 4na 11/JCO)I <S > 2 
k 
where k is the total C.M. positroniurn energy, i.e. 
k 




(2 - 4)m, c = 1 
2, the energy shift may be 
2 Ren ( 4 ) (-k2 ) 
- 2a R 
00 2 2 
~) (2 - 4 
(4) 2 ' 
For Rerr (-k ) we obtained the value 
where upon using 
and 
( 4) 2 
Ren (-k ) 
-4 





3.2898432 x 10 Hz 
we obtained the frequency shift 
b.v - 10. 77 MHz 
9 
which is in good agreement with the semi-analytic result 
24 
4 -1 11 
- ~ a R {~ Ln a + 
00 32 





21 I;; ( 3 ) _ Ln } 
2 4 
8n 
Tabulation of the Function Ren( 4 ) (p2 ) 
. ab f . ( 4 ) ( 2 ) h . In Appendix A we t ulate the unction Ren p on t e interval 
25 
2 2 2 
(20 x 2m) > p > - (17 x 2m) . The results are also graphed in Figure 
3. 
( 2) 2 . . 
For comparison we also tabulated Ren (p ) in Appendix A and 
plotted this function in Figure 4. A computer program listing for VAC4 
is given in Appendix B. 
. 11 . f Recently, Fullerton and Rinker reported on a computation o 
fourth-order vacuum polarization. Their method is different however, 
making use of the Chebyshev approximation. Their result, expressed as 
a potential V(r), is accurate to 3 figures for 0 ~ r ~ ::\ . 
e 
Reg. I 4 Reg. II Reg. 111 
2 4 5 6 
-4 
Figure 3. Re 1f( 4 ) (p2 ) in Units of <%> 2 Versus q = /j;2j in Units of 2m. Region I is the 




5 4 q 3 2 







<2 l ( 2 > · · f Ca.) l.?:"IP2 I Re TI p in Units o 1f Versus q = I lo~I 
II and III are as Previously Defined 
Reg. 111 
3 4 5 6 
q 
in Units of 2m. Regions I, 
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CHAPTER IV 
CORRECTIONS TO THE SIXTH-ORDER ANOMALOUS 
MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE MUON 
Introduction 
The contribution to the muon anomaly from a vacuum polarization in-





1T 0 t 
Im1T (G) (t) K(2) (t) 
1T µ 
where ! 1 dx 
2 
x ( 1-x) 
t 
K ( 2 ) ( t) 
µ 0 2 
x + 2 (1-x) 
m 
µ 
Using the dispersion relation, 
G 2 


















For fourth-order vacuum polarization insertions, the real and imaginary 
parts of the vacuum polarization kernel are known from the work of Kallen 
2 1 
and Sabry. As shown by Lautrup and De Rafael , the contribution from 
29 
G 








the proper diagrams (a,b,c) of Figure 6 can be written as the following 
sum of terms: 
(4) 
Imn* (t) oo 
I== f 2 
Tr 4m 
00 dt Imn* (4 )(t)-Imn* (4 )(00) 
1
4m2 t { n } 
e e 




! Ln m µ + t; ( 3) 




100 2 dt {Imn* <
4 > (t) - Imn* C4 > (oo)} {K (2) (t) 
4m t Tr µ 




Imn* (4) (oo) f 4m~ 
Tr 0 
dt {K(2) (t) 
t µ 




Imn* (4 ) (t) 
and is the contribution to the spectral function from the 
Tr 
m 
proper diagrams. The terms Rand S are of 0 (~). We can easily extract 
m 
µ 




K( 2 ) (t) 
µ 
( ~) {l I ( 3/2 } ~ - TrtT - 4T Ln 4T - 2T + 0 T ) 
Tr 
t '~ 






(a) (b) (c) 
µ 
µ e 
(d) (e) {f) 
Figure 6. Feynman Diagrams Representing the Fourth-order Vacuum Polarization Contribu-




s ( 6) 
We now extract the coefficient of 
m 
e from R. Upon making the change 






~, we obtain R in the form 
1-6 
/ 2 6d 6 { Imn * ( 4 ) ( t) 1 (~) 2} -
0 2 Tr 4 Tr 
1-6 
where the substitutions 
and 
( 4) 
Imn* (00 ) 
Tr 






















Making use of the analytic expression1 for K ( 2 ) (t) valid for 0 < t < 4m2 , 
µ - - ]J 
K( 2 ) (t) 
µ 
where 























__H_ R - 2a 
'IT m 0 (l-62)3/2 m e 
e 










\ (~) 2} 
TI 
(10) 
The integral for C could be evaluated analytically; however, since 
R 
this would be a tedious calculation, we will settle for an accurate nu-
merical result. We will use a geometric interval method with Pade ap-
proximants (type II) for accelerating the convergence of a sequence of 
Gauss quadrature approximations. To verify that the method is applica-
ble we must examine 
where 
Uk C(O,l - € 1 ) - C(O,l - E ) k+ k 





rEk with 0 < r < l and 0 < E < 1, we easily determine 
k . 
(h) m 
Choosing r = ~ corresponds to doubling the number of quadratures 
from one approximation to the next. The interval {O,l} is divided into 
k-1 
2 equal sub-intervals. An 8-point Gauss quadrature is then applied 
to each sub-interval. The partial sums Sk of the numerical quadratures 
are shown in column II of Table V. The results of column IV of Table V 
u 
indicate that the ratios 
k+l l 
Uk are indeed approaching /2 as k increases. 
Using 
= s - s 
k+l k 









We combine the {3,3} estimate for CR with the coefficient of me from S 
jJ 
to obtain 












As an independent check on this result and also an additional check on 
36 
TABLE V 
SEQUENCE OF QUADRATURE APPROXIMATIONS S TO C IS SHOWN ALONG 
k R 
WITH DIFFERENCES Uk AND RATIOS Uk+l/Uk 
k sk s -s k+l k Uk+/Uk 
1 -7.073097930873 -.05118522859883 .709074551 
2 -7.124283159471 -.03629414301998 .708205255 
3 -7.160577302491 -.02570370284163 . 707713914 
4 -7.186281005333 -.01819086816058 .707439481 
5 -7.204471873494 -.01286893833989 . 707287760 
6 -7.217340811834 -.009102042578740 • 707204596 
7 -7.226442854412 -.006437006351021 
8 -7.232879860763 












as a function of ___§_ 
m 
The results Q(_g_) - I(___§_) along with those for 
m m 
µ µ µ 
m m 
the direct numerical evaluation of R(~) + S(___§_) from Eqs. (4) are shown 
mµ mµ 
in Table VI and plotted in Figure 7. The results in the figure are 
seen to be consistent with a curve that is asymptotic to a line passing 
through the origin with slope 5.68. 
Finally, we consider the contribution from the double-bubble dia-
3 
gram (Figure 6d) 
( 13) 
This contribution has been determined with sufficient accuracy to verify 
m 
e 











The results are shown in Figure 8. Taking this 
into account, as well as the leading contribution Q from the proper 
diagrams, and the contribution of the mixed diagrams (Figure 6e and 6f) 
we finally determine the contribution to the muon anomaly from all the 
diagrams of Figure 6 to be 
m 2 m · 2 5 
(~)3 {~ Ln2 _g_ + (403 _ ~) Ln J.. + £;(3) + ~ + 













4 5 6 
physical point~ 
0 




7 8 9 10 11 
Figure 7. Fourth-order Vacuum Polarization Contribution to a0 6 ) (Proper Diagrams) From Terms 
m 
of 0 (~) 
mµ 
Figure 8. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 




0 (___£) • 
mµ 
T(.-.£) is Given in Eqn. (13). 
Illµ 
The Computed Moment is 
10 11 
The Analytic value 
Evaluated From the 










103 e {Q(~) - I(_§.)} x 10 (R+S) -x x 
m m m 
]J ]J ]J 
1) 4. 39666 2.430285 2. 42592 
2) 8.79332 4.972909 4.76881 
3) 13.18999 7.150836 7.04665 
4) 17.58666 9.284515 9.26854 
5) 21. 98332 11.41620 11.44055 
6) 26.37999 13.53235 13. 56717 
7) 30. 77665 15.61407 15.65195 
8) 35.17332 17.66535 17.69779 
9) 39.56996 19.67572. 19.70709 
10) 43.96662 21.65124 21.68195 
11) * 48.36328 23.59054 23.62417 
*Denotes the physical mass ratio case. 
41 
For the mixed lepton double-bubble diagrams (Figure 6e and 6f), it was 
m 
explicitly verified that there is no O(~) term. 
mµ 
(The remainder goes 
m 2 
like (~) ) . 
mµ 
m 
In sununary, our numerical result (including terms of O(~) and 
m 
smal.ler) changes the contribution of these graphs by 
a 3 
. 0291 (-) 
Tr 
-9 
- .36 x 10 (-4 ppm) 
µ 
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CHAPTER V 
THE PHOTON-PHOTON SCATTERING CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE MUON 
Introduction 
1 
It has been known for several years that the photon-photon 
scattering contribution, associated with Feynman diagrams of the type 
shown in Figure 9, dominates the sixth-order muon anomaly. The computed 
results obtained, however, disagree with each other well outside their 
assigned 91% confidence levels. 
(18. 4 ± ) 
l 
1.1 Al dins et al. 
2 
( 20. 77 ± . 43) Chang and Levine 
a (6 ) (YY) 
(19.76 
3 ( 1) 
3 
± .16) Peterman 
(a/ 1T) 
4 
(19. 79 ± .16) Calmet and Peterman 
In view of this situation and the continuing rapid increase in the pre-
cision of the experimental value, 5 it is highly desirable to resolve 
this problem and obtain an accurate value of this contribution which 
can be viewed with confidence. 
In Feynman parametric form one can express this contribution as an 
integral over a seven-dimensional simplex. 







Figure 9. Sixth-order Photon-Photon Scatter-
ing Diagram is One of Six Which 
Dominates the Sixth-order Muon 






W d 'd d t th f t' ( ) f ld' 1 1 ' 6 d . . e eci e o use e unc ion F z o A ins, et a . an investi-
45 
( 2) 
gate, in a careful and systematic way, the numerical integration proce-
dure involved. 
The previous difficulty will be shown to be due to the singularity 
which the integrand possesses in the four-dimensional region 
V :z = z = z = 0. The integrand is not square integrable. This has 
4 6 7 8 
the effect of causing the integral to be systematically underestimated, 
and, at the same time, providing an error estimate which is overly-
. . . 7 
optimistic. 
We transform into the seven-dimensional hypercube. 




To investigate the significance of the region v4 to Eqn. (2) we define 




! 1 dz 
0 l 
quantity of interest will be given 
shows the importance of the region 
the hypercube as indicated in Eqn. 
by I = 
0 
I (0) . Figure 10 
v4. The computations were 
( 3) using 
8 
SPCINT. A corn-
puter program listing of SPCINT and associated subroutines is given in 
Appendix C. 
As expected, I(E) is readily evaluated accurately if E is not too 













.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09 
Figure 10. The Function I(E) Versus €. The Curve Goes to Zero at 
€ = 1/3 as (l/3-E) 6 • The Error Bars in Figures 1-4 
Represent 80% Confidence Levels. (No Error Bars are 
Shown When They are Inside the Circle About the Point) 
47 
carefully studying the dominant behavior of I(c) it is seen that 
I (c) - I - A~ ( 5) 
0 
as c -+ 0, with A - 100. Hence, as one method of evaluating I , we com-
a 
pute I(c) accurately for values of c small enough to see this asymptotic 
behavior and then extrapolate to c 0. The results are shown in Figure 
11. 
~ . 9' 10 Besides the "eyeball extrapolation", Pade approx1mants (Type 
) d d . . a· 11 II were use to o the extrapolation, y1el ing 
I 
0 
21.33 ± .07 ( 6) 
As an independent check, we have evaluated (also in /the hypercube) 
f , dz F ( z) cS ( 1-z ) 
V T 
( 7) 
with c 2 = .625 x 10-
3 , where V' is the region given by (z6 > c 1 and 
z > c 1 and z > c ) and (z < c or z < c or z < 7 -- 8 1 -- 6 2 - 7 2 - 8 
Figure 12 
shows the results for I(c 1 , c 2 ) are consistent with a straight line 
which goes through zero at c 1 = c 2 and has the same slope as the line of 
Figure 11, yielding 
I 
0 
21. 3 ± • 2' 
We then decided to evaluate I(O, c 2 ) very accurately obtaining 
2.48 ± .05 
Combining this with 







.05 .10 .15 
Figure 11. I (E) Versus ~ for Small E. The Linear "Eyeball Extra-
polation" is Shown. Also Shown is the Value Given in 
Equation (12) , Obtained From the Direct Evaluation of 
I(O) 




Figur~ 12. The Function I(£1 ,E2) Versus ~for Small s 1 and 
i::: 2 = .625 x io-3 . An "Eyeball" Linear Flt Which 
Goes Through Zero at e1 = i::: 2 is Shown 
50 
we obtain the extremely accurate result 
21. 30 ± . 08 (11) 
The agreement with Eqns. (6) and (8) is very gratifying. 
As a further check we have evaluated 1 0 directly from Eqn. (3). 
The results obtainable are much less accurate but the value 
I(O) 21.1 ± .3 ( 12) 
is consistent with the previously obtained results. 
The increased familiarity with the properties of the integrand 
acquired from these computations led to one more change of variables, 
which we used as a final check. We define 
D ( E) 32 f 1 dT f 2 dR' f 2 dS' f 1 dX f 1 dY f 1 au f 1 dV 
E 1 1 O O 0 0 
2 
YVT RS(2-S') (2-R') 
x 3 3 8(1-Y-V-T) F(z1 ... , z 8 ) 
R' S' 
with 





z2 XY z7 R(l-S ) T 
z3 1-Y-V-T z (1-R)T (13) 8 
z4 UV R 4(R'-l)/R
12 
ZS V(l-U) s 4(S'-l)/S 12 
51 
We then transform (Y, V, T) into the 3-D unit cube. Again, we are in-
terested in the extrapolation D(o) = I . The behavior for small s is 
0 
relatively easy to determine. We again find a IE dependence 
with 
B 
D(s) - I - B~ 
0 
2 m 




A derivation of the slope B is given in Appendix D. The convergence is 
now dramatically improved and the results shown in Figure 13 confirm 
the IE behavior and the slope -B. The Pade extrapolation is 
I 
0 
21.20 ± .15 
We also evaluated D(o) directly and obtained 
D(o) I 
0 
21. 3 ± • 3 
( 15) 
( 16) 
The independently-determined results given in Eqns. (6,), (8), (11), 
(12), (15) and (16) are beautifully consistent. We combine Eqns. (6) 
and (11) to obtain our final result. 
a (6 ) (YY) 
12 
Using the new WQED value 




d l3 an 





1/16 1 /8 1 /4 1/2 
~ 
1 
Figure 13. D(s) Versus ~ (in Units of 1//40 = .158114). The Linear "Eye-ball Extrapola-
tion" is Shown, as Well as the Value Given in Equation (16), Obtained From 
the Direct Evaluation of D(O) 
(6) a 3 
a 1.213 ± 0.013 (-) 
e TI 








(135 ± 70) (~) 4 
TI 
(1165852.5 
(4 ± 2) x 10-9 
-9 
± 2.1) x 10 






± 9.4) x 10 






± 0.2) x 10 

















(1165922 ± 9) x 10-9 (22) 
At the time the contribution Eq. (17) was obtained, the best available 
value for aexp was (1165895 ± 27) x 10-9 • 5 
µ 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE EIGHTH-ORDER ANOMALOUS 
MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE MUON 
Introduction 
The dominant contribution in eighth-order to the anomalous magnetic 
moment of the muon is associated with 18 Feynman diagrams of the type 
shown in Figure 14, obtained by inserting a single electron loop in all 
possible ways into the sixth-order photon-photon scattering graphs. 
In the case of the sixth-order photon-photon scattering contribu-
tion, we found1 that accurate computation was limited primarily by the 
singularity structure of the integrand used in the multi-dimensional 
numerical integration. This had the effect of causing the contribution 
to be systematically underestimated. The problem was overcome by 
changes of variables and the introduction of an E-cutoff on the limits 
of integration near the singularity. Careful study of the dominant be-
havior showed that as a function of the cutoff, we could write the 
contribution as follows. For small E 
I(€) ~ I - A VE 
0 
(1) 
Having evaluated I(€) accurately for several values of €, we then extra-






Figure 14. Eighth-order Photon-Photon Scatter-
ing Diagram With Vacuum Polariza-
tion Insertion 
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In the case of the eighth-order contribution, we will find a simi-
lar technique to be effective in refining the previous numerical esti-
2 
mate of Calmet and Peterman 





± 8 .1) C:rr> ( 3) 
We may determine the contribution of these eighth-order graphs to 
the muon anomaly by replacement of the photon propagators of the sixth-
order diagrams by the modification due to vacuum polarization. 
( 2) 2 




Imn (2 ) (t) 
'IT 
2 
k - t 
(4) 
As is known, the contribution to the muon anomaly from the sixth-order 
graphs may be written as an integral over a 7-D simplex, 
I (6) (p) 
where 
and 
a (6 ) (YY) 
µ 









The integrand F is given by Aldins et al. 3 and may be expressed as a 
sum of terms 
F 
c 
4 3 nk 




where U, W, and the Cnk are homogeneous functions of the zi. W and some 
of the Cnk also depend upon the square of the mass ratio p. 
The propagator replacement Eqn. (4) , is made into each of the pho-
ton lines labeled 1,2,3, of Figure 14. Subsequent expression of the 
anomaly in terms of an integral over Feynman parameters is effected by 
application of the double parametric representation of Feynman amplitudes 
· d d' · 12 to the sixth-or er iagrams, using ~ t for the squared mass of the 
photon. Thus, we find upon considering an insertion into internal lines 
(1,4) :=: chain a that the "mass" of the chain a is modified 
V -+ V' 
a a 
The functions V(x,z) and W are similarly modified. 
V(x,z) -+ V' (x,z) 
W -+ W' 
-2 
m UV' (x,z) 
]l 







We arrive at similar results for internal lines (3,5) - chain S and 













111 this way, we obtain from Eqns. (4), (5) and (HJ), the expression for 
the eighth-order contribution. 
I(B) ( '). p,p 
a (B) (YY) 
µ __ _ 
(~) 4 
3 2 2 
L: fl dy y (l-Y / 3 ) f dz F( U W') 6(1-z ) (11) 
i=l 0 l-y2 z, , i t 
1T 
where we have made the change of variables t = 4m2/(l-y2 ) and defined 
2 
p' = (m/m ) . The integral on y may be readily done. Using Eqn. (6) 
µ 
the result may be written as 
where 




- 3 + 8 + r(l - 2)!l 
.§. + ~ + (1 - ~ - ~) !l 
3 2 2 4 r 
19 -+ 
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Calculation of the LN and LN Coefficients 
Before obtaining an accurate value for Eqn. (11) at p=p', we calcu-
late the leading terms that depend logarithmically on the mass ratios p 
and p'. The reduction is simplified if we make the changes of variables 
uv and z 5 v (1-u) (13) 
In terms of these variables, we isolate the essential dependence on the 
variable v in the integrand. 
: 2 







where in addition to factoring out the overall v dependence in the Cnk' 
we have also factored out the p dependence. 
Extraction of the logarthmic dependence on p and p' proceeds most 
simply by considering the limits 
Q, t I ( 8 ) ( p , p ' ) and Q, t I ( 8 ) ( p , p ' ) 
p+o p•+o 
keeping only terms that diverge as p '+o or p+o. In this manner one finds that 
5 
3 
+ E k=l 
I(S) ( ') l 3 L: 
cnk 8 
. L: f dz + E k=2 p,p 
3 i=l nk n k 3 u w 
19 
6 
+ E k=3 
+ (Non-divergent terms) 




E - Ln(Uz.) + LnW - Lhp' 
1 
A straight-forward reduction of this expression, similar to that dis-
(6) 

























A (6 ) - - f dz" 
. (8) 















(G4 -· --+ L: 
+ B' 
3 + B4 + BS 
0 0 















0 Ln(z z z (--2 ) 







K z 3 (v=O) 
0 
E(v=O), G31 G (v=O) , etc. 31 
The factors A( 6 ) and 0( 6 ) (1) can be shown (see Appendix E) to be the 
63 
coefficient of Lnp and the p independent term respectively in the ex-
pansion of the sixth-order photon-photon scattering contribution. 
I (6) (p) 
a (6) (yy) 
]l (6) (6) . 
A Lnp + 0 (1) + ··· (17) 
. 1 f ( 6 ) 3 4 5 28 h Previous va ues or A are -3.19 ± .04 and -3.14 ± .0 . We ave 
calculated an improved value for A( 6 ). The difficulty of obtaining an 
accurate value is identical to that for evaluating Eqn. (5). 
cutoff here as in Eqn. (1) • 
(6) (6) 1f2 k 
Here A (s) - A - 6 s) • 
is 
( 6) 
A -3.29 ± .01 
(We use a 
Our result 
(18) 
2 ( 6) 
(This is tantalizingly close to 1T /3.) We have also evaluated 0 (1) 
numerically from Eqn. (E-11) with the result 
0 ( 6 ) (1) -13.52 ± .17 (19) 
Alternatively, using Eqns. (2), (17), and (18), we obtain the result 
-13.76 ± .12, which includes terms which vanish in the p.+o limit. This 
result is consistent with Eqn. (19) . 
For the Lnp terms we numerically evaluated each of the B. obtaining 
l 
64 
2.21 ± 0.09 
B~ 1.30 ± 0.08 
-+ B 7.55 ± .15 (20) 
- 1.87 ± 0.04 
5.81 ± 0.06 
Setting p=p' we obtain the leading logarithmic terms to I(B) (p) 
I (8) (p) (1. 645 
2 
± .005) Ln p + (7.55 ± .15) Lnp + 0 ( B) ( 1) (21) 
which gives a contribution of 
106.5 ± 1.7 + o(B) (1) (22) 
for the physical mass ratio. 
( 8) 
As a check on these results we numerically evaluated I (p) for 
several values of p. In Figure 15 we plot 
I I ( p) I ( B) ( p) /Ln l 
p 
versus Ln ~and find that the results are consistent with a curve that 
is asymptotic to a line of slope 1.645 and intercept -7.55. 
The Kinoshita Method 
2 
In Eqn. (21) we find that the coefficient of Ln p is just ~ the 
result obtained by naive application of renormalization group methods 
t h . 1 f a· 5 o t 1s c ass o 1agrarns • We consider now how we can account for 
this. 
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Figure 15. I I (p) - 1 
Versus Ln - (in Units of Ln _.!:!_) 
p m 
Ln - e 
p 
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14 y.ields the following equation for the partially renormalized moment. 
where 
( 8) 
1 (m ,m,m ,A) 
pr e )1 
3Z~ 2 ) (m,A)1( 6 ) (p) + l(S) (p,p') 







and 1( 6 ) (p) is given by the expansion in Eqn. (17). From the theory of 
h . l . 7 h t e mass singu arity we know t at 
(8) 
£t 1 (m ,m,m ,A) exists. 
m+o pr e µ 
( 24) 
Using this fact we solve for 1(8 ) (p,p') in terms of an unknown function 
f ( p) . 
1(8) ( ') p,p 
(6) (6) 
- Lnp' (A Lnp + 0 (l)} + f(p) p' S p << 1 
( 25) 
Due to the absence of an auxiliary condition, like a symmetry relation, 
we are unable to determine f(p) without a direct calculation. From Eqn. 
(16), f(p) is found to be 
f ( p) ~ ( 6 ) Ln2 p + (O (6 ) (1) + B) Lnp + 0 (8 ) (1) 
2 
(26) 
A ( 6 ) 2 
We can see in another way how the Ln p term arises by utilizing 
2 
8 




. ( 2) 
Im1T (t = oo) Joo dt (n) ( ) 
2 - a t + 
1T 4m t JJ 
a (n) (0) 
]J 
(2) (2) 
00 dt Im1T (t) - Im1T (t = oo) 




+ J 2 t 
4m 
Im11(2) (t) - Im1T(2) (t =oo) [a (n) (t) - a (n) (O) J ( 27) 
1T ]J ]J 
to identify the contributing terms. 
9 
Keeping the leading terms we have 
for a (8 ) (YY) 
p 
where 















~) a (6 ) ( 0) 
3 ]J 
dt {a (6) (t) 
t ]J 
a (6 ) (0) 
\J 
a ( 6 ) (0)} + 0 (Lnp) p' :S p « l 
\J 
(28) 
A ( 6 ) 2 
To understand in a simple way the origin of the 2 Ln p term in 
I(B) (p,p'), and in par~icular the second term of Eqn. (28), we notice 
first that the introduction of 
tUz. 
1 . --2- into 
rn 
]J 
the denominators via W ~ W' 
effectively changes the mass of the photon-photon scattering electron 
loop 
2 2 








The first term in Eqn. (28), which gives the dominant positive contribu·· 
tion, arises also in the application of the Kinoshita method and corre-
sponds to m f = m on the interval 4m2 < t < 4m2 
ef e µ 
Let us now examine 
the terms in a( 6 ) (t) which contribute to the Lnp dependence in a( 6 ) (0). 
jJ jJ 
Similar to Eqn. (E-3), the leading (n=3) term of a( 6 ) (t) is 
jJ 
(~) 3 f 
dz 
l: G3 7f tuz. 3 __ 1) 




For small peff - (meff/mµ) 2 , the dominant contribution to Eqn. (30) 
arises in the same way as for the corresponding terms of a( 6 ) (0), that 
jJ 




l: K2 !:-. 
o + Peff 
Ln --------0 + · · · 
P eff 1:-.o 
(31) 
For t = 0 in Eqn. (31) we recover the first term in Eqn. (17). To 
further isolate the dominant behavior of a( 6 ) (t), it is reasonable to 
µ 
replace l: K2 6 , and U z. by average values since they won't introduce 
0 I 0 0 l 
much variation in the logarithm. With the definitions 
a = U z., b "" 6 , and c 
0 l 0 
( 32) 
we obtain an expansion for Eqn. (31) of the form 
69 
2 a 
m + - t 
a( 6 )(t) 
]..l 




b + .•. } ( 3 3) 
m 
µ 
From Eqn. (33) it is clear how the introduction of virtual photons of 
squared mass t into the photon lines of Figure 14 leads to an effective 
modification of the electron mass m in Eqn. (17). Upon performing the 
e 
integration overt in the second term of Eqn. (28) using Eqn. (33), we 
readily obtain the dominant negative contribution 
( ) A ( 6 ) 2 
I 8 ( p , p ' ) - Ln p 
2 
p I '.S p << l (34) 
The effective increase in the mass m of the photon-photon scattering 
e 
electron loop (meff ~ me) could correspond to a reduced current, and the 
fact that the contribution Eqn. (34) is negative suggests an analogy 
to a Lenz's law effect. 1° For fixed p' > 0, I(S) (p,p') is convergent 
at P = o and the leading contribution to I(B) (p,p') is11 
( 8) A( 6 ) 2 
I ( I) L I p,p - - - n P 
2 
p << p' << l ( 3 ')) 
Numerical Evaluation 
We proceed now to the accurate numerical evaluation of I(S) (p). 
The difficulty of this computation is similar to that encountered in 
evaluating Eqn. (5), since we again have factors 
cnk 
, but now modi-
n k 
u w 
fied by the J . We expect, therefore, that the method of evaluation 
k 
described for the sixth-order photon-photon scattering will also improve 
the convergence here. We again introduce a cutoff on T = z + z + z 8 , 6 7 
and in addition to the changes of variables defined in Eqn. (13) of Ref. 
2 
l or Chapter V, we also let T = T' This has the effect of changing 
---- ---- ---- ------- --------- ---- ---- ---
70 
the h dependence noted earlier in Eqn. ( 1) to an c dependence. Defin-
ing D(c,c1 ) to be the contribution to I(
8 ) (p) from the interval 
E:. ~ T' $ c1 , we find that for c small enough 
D(c,l) - D(O,l) - Mc (36) 
where 
M - 55 • 
Hence as a method of obtaining D(O,l), we evaluate D(c,l) accurately 
for small enough values of c and extrapolate to c = 0. The results of 
the E:. - cutoff shown in Figure 16 confirm a linear dependence for small 
c. Extrapolating to c = 0 we obtain 
D (O, r.i) 28. 7 ± • 2 ( 3 7) 
Combining this with 
D(r.i, 1) 88.7 ± .4 ( 38) 
we have 
I(8) (p) D(O,l) 117.4 ± .5 (39) 
Finally, we note that this result is consistent with the expecta-
tion that the logarithmic terms dominate the contribution. Taking into 
account, the contribution of 106.5 from Eqn. (22), the order-one term 
is estimated to be 
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In this work we have considered several problems concerned with 
the accurate determination of higher order corrections to the magnetic 
moment of the muon. 
We have developed a subroutine which accurately computes the real 
and imaginary parts of the fourth-order vacuum polarization kernel. 
Various checks have been made which indicate that VAC4 is accurate to 
at least 9 significant figures. These include a sixth-order electron 
2 
magnetic moment contribution and an order a correction to the hyper-
fine structure of positronium. We have used VAC4 to calculate the con-






In Chapter V we performed a careful analysis of the sixth-order 
photon-photon scattering contribution and found it to be significantly 
-9 
higher (- 19 x 10 ) than previous attempts had indicated. The result 
a 3 . theory 
is (21.32 ± 0.05) (1T) leading to a theoretical value a = 
µ 
(1165921 ± 10) x 10-9 which is found to be in striking agreement with 
the result of the latest Cern Experiment. 
(1165922 ± 9) x 10-9 
In Chapter VI we accurately computed the eighth-order contribution 
73 
to the muon anomaly from second-order vacuum polarization insertations 
into the photon-photon scattering diagrams. The result is 
a (S) (YY) 
µ 
(117.4 
2 m m 





The Ln coefficient is just one-half the value expected 
74 
from naive renormalization group arguments. To account for this, it is 
shown how the introduction of "massive photons" into the photon lines 
of the photon-photon scattering diagrams leads to an effective modifica-
tion of the electron mass in the sixth-order diagrams. This leads to a 
reduction in the contribution analogous to a Lenz's law effect. 
Finally, we summarize in Table VII the various theoretical contribu-
tions to the muon anomaly including the estimated strong and weak inter-
action contributions. Figure 17 illustrates very clearly the current 
comparison between theory and experiment. We show also in Figure 18 the 








CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE THEORETICAL VALUE ath THE REFERENCES CITED 
µ 
ARE THOSE OF CHAPTER I. ALL NUMERICAL VALUES WERE OBTAINED 
FROM REF. l UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. THE VARIOUS 
CLASSES OF THE SIXTH-ORDER CONTRIBUTIONS 




(a - a ) <4 ) 
µ e 




(. 400 ± • 004) <%) 3 Ref. 3 
75 
(a - a ) (6 ) 
µ e I (21. 32 ± 0.05) <%) 
3 See also Ref. 7 
or Ch. 5 
a 
( 6) 
e, II + III 
(a - a ) ( 6 ) 
µ e II + III 
( 6) 
















1. 94404 ( *' 3 
(0.915 ± 0.015)(%) 3 
(135 ± 70) <%) 4 
(1165852.5 ± 2.1) x 10-9 
(66.7 ± 9.4) x 10-9 
(2.1 ± 0.2) x 10-9 
(1165921.3 ± 9.6) x lo-9 
(Eqn. 3. 7 of 
Ref. 1) + 
117.4 
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("2"+"4"+"6"+"8") QED 
50 75 
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TABULATION OF THE FUNCTIONS Re n( 4 ) (p2 ) 
( 2) 2 
AND Re TI {p ) 
78 
Re rr( 4 )(p2 ) in units of (.;-) 2 is shown as a function of q =M jn 
units of 2m. Region I is the space-like region. Regions II and III 
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R (2) ( 2) in units of (-<:) is shown as a function of q =Min e 11 p 
1T 
units of 2m. Region I is the space-like region. Regions II and III 
comprise the time-like region. 
Region I Region II Region III 
q Re n (2) q Re 'II' ( 2) q Re ir ( 2) 
o.oo 0.00000000 O.J2 o.000106t.a 1.02 u. 8371u8 55 
0.10 -o. 00265531 0.04 O.OOO<t26% 1.04 o.1ss25637 
0.20 -0.01048803 0.06 0.00096148 1. 06 o. 742 08687 
0.3 0 -0.023120d2 0.08 0.00111131 1. OB 0.69838007 
0.40 -o. 0399912 7 0.10 0.00267316 1.10 0.65693840 
o.so -0.06042954 \). 12 0.00386390 l. 12 o. 61 758404 
0.60 -0.08373414 0 .14 0.00527109 l.14 0.58015657 
0.10 -0.10923198 o. l 6 o. 0069 02 72 1.16 o. 54451103 
o.so -0.13631716 0.18 0.00876233 1.18 o.51051612 
0.90 -0. lbft4 7000 0 .z J 0.0108':>3% 1 •. w 0.47805268 
1.00 -0.19326127 0.22 0.01318233 l.30 0.33523530 
1.50 -0.33714717 o .2,~ 0.01575265 1.40 0.21190643 
2.00 -0.46929734 0.26 0.01857086 1.50 0.11919773 
2.50 -0.58590608 o.zs o. 02164362 1. 6 0 o. 03448666 
3.00 -0.f.8836240 0.30 0. 0249 7833 l. 8 0 -o. 104d6294 
3. 50 -o. 7789't604 0.32 0.02858325 2. 00 -0.21650036 
4.00 -0.85974837 0.34 0.03246755 2. 20 -o. 30945050 
4.50 -0.93247CVt4 0.36 0.03664140 2.40 -0. 389087 33 
s.oo -0.99849043 0.38 o. 04111608 2.60 -0. 'i 5 (j 814 2 7 
5.50 -1.05885291 0 • 'tO 0.04590413 2.80 -o. 52089877 
6.00 -1.11441399. 0.42 0.05101944 3.JJ -o. 57691650 
6.50 -1. 1658532 0 o. ft4 o. 0564 7144 3.50 -0.69716685 
1.00 -1.21372088 o.46 0.06229532 4.00 -o. 79717723 
1. 50 -l.258 1t6751 0 .•t8 0.068~9222 4.50 -0.88305828 
8.0U -1.30046571 0.50 0.07508952 5. 00 -o. 95646941 
8.50 -1.34002664 0.52 () .08211120 5.50 -1.02)78262 
9. 00 -1.37741253 o.54 O.Od958414 6.00 -l.03662852 
9.50 -l.41284618 0.56 o. 09753869 6.SO -1.14217963 
10.00 -l .4465U337 o.5a 0.10600919 7.00 -1.19330945 
10.50 -1.47859362 0.60 0.11503468 7.50 -1.24068751 
11.0J -1.50921472 0.62 0 .12465978 8. 00 -1. 28483916 
11.50 -1. 538 50 63 5 o.&4 0.13493576 8.50 -1.32618471 
12.00 -1.56657797 0.66 0.14592193 9. 00 -1.36506605 
12.50 -1.59352620 0 • .38 0.15768740 9.50 -l.40176525 
13.oo -1.61943673 0.10 0.17031333 10.00 -1.43651793 
13.50 -1. 64438586 0.12 0.18 389 594 10. 50 -1.46952299 
14.00 -1.66844180 0. /4 0.19855054 11.00 -1. 50095000 
14.50 -1. 69166602 0.76 0.21441698 11.50 -1.53094471 
15.00 -l.7141.1358 0.78 0.23166727 12. ()0 -1. 5596333 7 
15.50 -1. 73583448 o.ao 0 • z 5 0 516.5 9 12.50 -1. 58712608 
16.00 -1.75687401 o. t32 o. 27123936 13.00 -1.61351947 
16.50 -1.77727341 o. tl 4 0.29419406 l.3. 50 -1. 63B898Bl 
17.00 -l.79707027 0.86 0.31986280 14.00 -1.66333975 
17.50 -1.81629900 0.88 o. 34891U22 14. 50 -1. 68690973 
18.00 -l .034-99116 u.9Ll 0.33234473 15.00 -1. 70966909 
18.50 -1.85317574 o.n 0.42167960 15.50 -1.73167211 
19.00 -1.87087947 0.94· 0.46955875 16.00 -1. 75296 713 
19.50 -1.88812704 0.96 0.53122539 16.50 -1. 77-i,r.002'· 
20.00 -1.90494126 o. 98 o. 62052428 l 7. 00 - l • 7 'J3 () 1 0 0 4 
APPENDIX B 
VAC4 COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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$JUI\ 1~lh~ I\ Ri'J , Nt 1 <; U, I U IK, T I 1•1 L :: JI) 
l 1111'L!Cl1" :-~1'1\L * e {/\-11,LJ-Zl 
2 lllMb\ISillN '\W(3,49),S(3,tt9l 
c 
c 






















c Sf:CGtm ANU ruu1nH-u::Dr'I~ VAC1 . .1L;:; , 1lt.Ar<.IL1\TIONS Ki::rtNALS. 
c 




Rl:ALMc = l.D0/3.B61'>97.DO 
VM,l'llM = l\f:,\LME 
C:l = 2.DO ,;, 1\EALME 
ALPHA = l.il0/137.03'.l'Jd /DO 
I' I = 3. lit 1'>')<'.65 3 S 3 •J'htl 0 
f1\CTCH<. ..: (ALPHA/Pl) ,;,~:z 
;'11\X = lt9 
Ll:J 100 111.FGN = 1,3 
DU 100 i\. = l,Ml\X 
CU TU!l,2,Jl,IRF.GN 
IF!K.U:.Lll 0 = (K-ll ~' Cl/l1J,11!J 
IF(K.GT.lll lJ =Cl+ (K-lll'-'Cl/..',ilO 
t;ll TD ct 
2 CJ = K~'C 1 I ':>0. D 0 
Cli TO Lt 
J I Fl J<. LE• 10) f.l = Cl + K•!'Cl/ ~30 .ll'J 
Il!K.GE.11 .A'-10. K.LF.14) 1;i = l.Z·lO'~Cl ·~ tK-lOJ>:<Cl/10.00 
IHK.GE.15 .1\\ID. K.L[.21) lJ"' l.'J.liJ;'Cl + (K-14l"Cl/5.JO 
IH K.t;T.nl () = 3.0l)t;Cl + (K·-;.11-:,,;l/<'.'. .OJ 
4 f~')(!R[GN,t<l = Q/Cl 
1 SPACE = -1 
I I( 11-'.C:GN • E\J. l) I SP/.\CE = l 
) 6 \\ ,: s u L T = u ·H H rn ' I s I' .t, (, t:: • 11<. E Gr I ' \j ,\ c.: pl J:"\ ) 
;7 SllRbGN,Kl = ~ESULf/FACTOR 
.:8 100 t..i.lN Tl NUE 
~<.J vli<!TElb,12'5) 
10 12~ ~UR~AfLLHl,//////////l 
" l tJ, l 3 0 0 I = 1 , 1-t 
I.~ iJd 200 i\ = l,MAX 
U !{ '. I TC ( t> , 1 :.> ;l l R (J ( 1 , K J , S { 1 , K ) , fl,'.:' ( ,' , i ~ l , S (;' , K ) , R 0 { J , K l , S I 3 , -~ I 
I 1+ 1 5 ,) I ' JR ~\,H ( 2 5 X , J { F 5 • l. , F l 3. U ,3 X l J 




.,() f'IJr~CTIDN u;~NO(Q, !SPACE, !kEGN,V;l:_,:'·lMl 
<tl l~\PllCIT REAL t.: 811\-ll,O-Zl 







IJ?.NC IS THF MlJD!FYCATIUN TU THl PHUfU.J l'i'.JP1\Gfl.Ti1R rn 2rw JRDER 
UlJI: TU Al uU'.1BLF DlAGf<AM RL'.P!1L:'."if:;H!Nc.J lilt.: CREATl'IN LJF t\ SINGLE 
LLEClRON - i'USllkON PAIR IN T11L FIELO. RH. LJ[:lli.L.JG PHYS. f{l:V. 4tl(l'J35l 
l\LPHA.,. l.tl0/137.0359<!/DO 





















































Cl = 2.00 * VACPUM 
UEL2 = 1.00 + lSPACE * ICl/01**2 
IHQ .l.T. 1.0-3 * Cll GO TO 30 
lfllRFGN .l:O. 21 GO TO 20 
10 UE! = US\JIU 1Dt:l2) 
UZND = (ALPHA/Pl) '~ (8.00/9.00 - lJELZIJ.uJ + L5flO-DELZ/6.DOl 
1 * lll:'L f; !>LOG( DALIS ( 1. 00-Dfl )/{ l .uO+OEL l) 
l{E'TURN 
ZU lrA = OSQRT(-OEL2l 
U2ND = lllU'HA/PI) * (S.00/9.DO - OEL2/J.JO - l.5DO-DEL.U6.00) 
l * 2 • 1JO * ET A * ll AT AiH l. 00 I ET A ) l 
RE T Ul{N 
>O U2ND = (/\LPHA/Pll *I (-4.00/15.0'Jl/iHcL2 + (-lc.D0/105.DO)/ 
l OEL2**2 + {-20.00/189.DOJ/DEL2**3 l 
IZETURN 
1,0 IJ2NC = O.OL)Q 
RE T LR N 
END 
1)()lJf.1lt 1>1u:c1sION FUNCTION U4THir4!09Vi\CP1J"1) 
IMPUCIT l·\EAL * 8 (A-H,U-Zl 
83 
U1+TH!11 C1\LCUL/\TF$ THF: IMAGINARY P4RT ur- Ti IE 4lii ORLJER l/.•\CUUM POLill·l\JAT r:: 
KER~AL FO ~ THE PRUPER DIAGRAMS. 
IF(Q.Lf .2.00*VACPOMl GO TO 20 
GO TO 30 
/11) YI'~ I ff ( 6, 2'.i) 
/~ F!HlMAT(lH1l,5X,•ERrUlR--U4HIIM IS UN:J;.:F11~[·) Fuf{ <J < 2.1Jo:'v\CPOM'i 
SfOP 
JO ~LPbA = l.D0/137.0360UDO 
Pl = 3.l't.i.'.d265"3'SUY7900 
Cl = Z.1)0 ;' VACP01'I 
ri FL = [) S ,; :n ( 1 • 0 0- ( C 1/ lJ I ~q, 2) 
ur:: L2 = Dl:c L~'~'Z 
UL:Lli = Ut:L:~:~4· 
XL (l.DO-UEL)/(l.lJO+DELl 
H = DEL 
GL = ').UO/o.110 - 3.LJO,'DEL2/8.DO +.l-.:>JJ1<1t:LZ/6.r1:JJ :;r 1lt.11,;(6lt.OIP 
11 J EL tt I ( L • [, 1)- :) EL 2 ) t.00:• j l 
F 2 = 11. ;) I) I I. 6 • ll U + l 1 • DO ,~ lJ t L 2 / 2 t, • DO - l • cl J ~' 1J[]_ ir I l;c; • Ll 0 I· ( • '.)DO + 
1D I: L 2/ l. ll 0- U [ L 'ti 6. D 0 l *Ll LOG ( { t. DO+ 0 E LI '~':'JI { B. lJ 0'~· IJ l L 2 ) ) 
1;2 Dl l'G( 1.00/Xl l 
F3 = .'.)IJO + ill:L;J/3.DO - DEt_l+/6.DO 
Cj = t,.DU'-' l'Hl(-Xll + 2..\JO * f'HIIXll + PHr·~2/7-.DO 
U:tHIIM = (,\LPl-lA/PlP'~Z * (Fl>:<Gl + fzq;z - F:FG3) 
1U' T Lil N 
!::NI) 
ilJUl3LI. l'i<LCISIOIJ FUl'JCT IUi~ U'tTHlQ, !SP1\CE, Ul.FGN,l/ACP0:'1) 
("\PL!CIT F>:AL ~, 8 (/\-H,U-ZJ 
li-{C.l:w.u.000) CD TU 3000 
ALPH/\ ~ l.00/137.03~98700 
Pl = 3.14l~Y265J5U9/900 
Cl = 2.0J * VACPU~ 
I F { (J • Lf~ • C l/ l 0 • D 0 l G 0 T l1 Z 0 0 0 
Ir I I 5 PI\ C t= • H.l • - 11 G 0 T lJ l 0 












PIJR POSE TO COMPUTE THE Mi1:JJFYOT J,J:'J TO THI. l'HlJTO\I P~JPAGATUR 
IN 4 TH UROE R 
PAK AMET ft{S *** 
(J ---
ISP ACE 
DUMMY = l.DO 
PHOTiJN ~lJMENTUcl 





c **** lHE 4TH ORDER VACUMN .PJLARIZATIGN MUDULE '""* **** '~''* *** ******* ~: 
c 
c 

































THE VACUMN POLARIZATION PACKAGE CONlAIN~ THE tGLLOW!NG FU~CTION 








OEL2 = l~DO - (Cl/Ol**Z.DO 
lF(Q.GE.Cll Of:L = US(~RHDEL2l 
ASSOC I /1 T UJ 
F ( X l 









IF ( ~.LT • Cl l ET A"' DS (JR Tl ( C 1/ Q l 0:":' 2 - 1. D 0) 
IFIQ.Gt:.1...11 Xl = (l.DO-OEL)/(l.OO+OELl 
I Ft Q. G E • C ll- X 2 = ( l • 0 0 HJ E L) I 0 Id\ S I l • D 0 -D t: LI 
IFIQ.GE.Cll X3 = 11.00-DEll/DAdS(l.LJO-lJLLl 
FlUEL = -li.00/108.DO + ll.UU/12.00 *DtL2 - O~L2**213.DO 
F2Dfl=l9.00/24.DO - 55.00/72.00 *DEL2 + DEL2**2/3.DO 
F3DEL = 3J.00/32.DO + 23.00/-16.00 *OtLZ - 23.D0/32.DO *DEL2**2 
l• OEL2**3/12.00 
F4DEL = 3.00 - OELZ 
F5DEL = 3.DO + 2.00*DEL2 - UEL2**2 
If!Q.Lf.Cll G2DEL 2.00*EL\':':J,\TANll.IJ,)/EJAl 
I H Q • GE. C ll G2 D EL D t L ~'D L 0 G ( I: 2 ) 
IF Ir.. LT .C 1 I G3DEL - 1• .DO':' ( 0/\1.\N I l .DO/U Al l~'*2 
IF(U.GE.Cll G3DEL DLOG(X2l**2 -Pl*PI*ll.OO+XJ)/2.00 
I H W. LT. C l l G4 D LL ET A* I CL i' JS U 2 • Du* iJ ;\ T 1\ N I l • '.l 0 I!: TA I I - 2. D 0 
l*CLAUSl::l2.IJ<h'OATAN(f:Ti.\l) + DAl,\i\l{l.lJO/l::TA)''iJLUG!(,4.lJQq:rA**4/ll.DO 
l•ETA**2l**3ll . 
IF I '". G l. Cl l G4 DEL = DEL * ( P f-1 I ( X ll ·t 2. U 0 * P 11 I ( - X ll 
l+ l'I•'Pl/4.DO - 3.DO,'Pl*PI/4.00 * (l.tl~Jt:<.:l)!<'.1JO - 3.08/4.DO 
l* !DLUG(X2ll**2 + l.00/2.00 * DLOG(X2l * DL~Gl64.0C*(OEL2**Zl 
l/ ( ( OAns 11. DO-OEU) ) ~'*3) 11 
110 U4TH = ALPllA"-*2/ I 3 .OO*P l*P 11 * I FlDEL + FZDf: L':'G21JEL - HDEL*G3DEL 
l+ F4DEL*G~DEL + f50EL*FGHIOEL2,IREGNI 
111 RETURN 
112 2 0 DEL 2 = 1.i)0 + I C 11 Q I * * 2 • D 0 
113 DEL = DSUkflUEL21 























































XZ = 11.00tD[L)/DABS(l.DO-Ol:Ll 
X3 "'(1.00-~)FL)/OABS(l.OO-OELl 
FllH:l = -l:).i)0/108.00 t 11.DO/U.DO ~'Dl:L2 - DHZ*':'NJ,00 
F2LiEL=l9.00/?ttoOO - 55.D0/72.DO ::'tllL;~ + iJ[L,'~"~2/J,flO 
FJDH = 33.00132.00 + 23.00/16.IJO ·~1Jl:LZ - ;>j.fJ0/32.iJO ~'lJEL2**2 
l+ DEL2**3/ll.DO 
F'tl.Jfl 3.00 - OEL2 
F5DEL 3.oo + 2.DO*DEL2 - DEL2**2 
GZIJEL =DEL '' DLOG(X2l 
G3DFL = (DLlJG(X2ll**2.DO - Pl* Pl'' (l.J 1J+X31/!.UO 
G40f.L = lll:L * (PHl(XU i- 2.00 * Plil(-Xll t. i'l'~Pl/tr.llO - (3.00 
l*Pl*Pl/4.00) * (l.DO+X3l/2.DO - (3.lJQ/1+.clO) •:< (DUJG(X2ll*•:•z.oo 
l+ (l.!JJ/2.DOl * !JLOG(X2l * DLuG(6i+.OO ~' [!Jl:L2'~*2.D0)/((D,\BS!l.DO 
1- UELn H"~J.DOJ l l 
U4TH = ALPHA**2/(3.DO•Pl*PIJ * !FlllEL + f20LL*G20EL - F3DEL*G3DEL 
li- f4DEL*G4DEL + F50EL*FGH(OEL2,IREGNl 
RETURN 
APPROXIMATION FORM SM~LL Q 
2000 OEL2 = l.00 + !SPACE * !Cl/Ql**Z 
U4TH "" -( 182.UO/!H.OOl/OELZ + .Ltl8271604<J:',!O/DEL2**2 
Lt .2669Bll03~500/DEL2**3 i-.200l616976D0/0LLl**4 l * (ALPHA/Pll**2 
RETURN· 




DllUDLt PRF:CISION FUNCTION PHl(Xl 
ItiPLICIT Rt:=AI.,, ~' 8 (A-H,O-Zl 
Pl 3~1415926535897900 
X = 11-Df~Ll/lli-DEU 
PURPOSE TO EVALUATE PHI (Xl 
* x 
* *OT* LN( llrTll/T 
* * l.DO 
Fff [NI TY 
85 
= -P I~·PI ~ SUM {-) '-'* {Ntl) * X**N/N,~ .. , 
TULER : 1.0-6 
If(X.E\,).0.000) GO TO 10 
If(X.EQ.l.000) GO TO 20 
lf'D.Ew.-1.DOl GO TO 30 
1 
lf'"!DABSIXl .GT. O.ODO .AND. DABS(Xl .LE. JOLER) CJ TO 40 
!FIX .GE. fDLERl GO TO 50 
IF!X .LT. -TOLER .AND. X .GE. -.500) GO TO 60 
IHX .GT. 1-l.DO+ fOLERl .AND. X .LT. -.5:JO) GU Tn 70 
IF(X .GT. -1.00 .ANlJ. X .LE. (-1.lJOi- TOU:R)J GO TU JO 
10 PHI = -PI**L/12.00 
kETURN 
20 PHI= 0.01)0 
RE T UKI~ 
30 PHI = -PI**2/4.00 
RE TU~N 
40 PHI = -PI **2/12.00 + X - X**Z/4.00 
152 
l ')3 
I 'J t+ 
I 'i 5 
l'.i6 
l 'J 7 
I ') R 
l '><J 
u.o 







I 6 7 
u.s 














~ ;) 3 























RE T U!~N 
50 PHI = -Pl**Z/12.nO + PHISU~IXI 
RFTUIU~ 
oO PIH= -Pl*'~2/12.DO --·PHISUM(-X/(l.1JO+Xll t .'.iiJO * 
l( DLCC ( l.UO~ XI l ~q,2 
k ET UR.'l 
'IO PHI= -PI**2/'t.lJO + PHISUM(-(l.OOl·Xl/Xl +.'>DO* Cl1JG!Dl18S!Xll 
l* flUJG((l.DO+Xl*~'2/LlABS!Xll 
RU UIU\J 
8~ PHI = -PI**Z/4.00 - (l.DO+Xl/X + (-(l.DO+Xl/Xl**2/4.UO -.500 * 
l ((lll'G!DAllS(Xl ));~*2 -2.DO * DLOGIDAJSIXll 
RETURN 
END 
DUUPLE PRECISION FUNCTION PHISUM(LJ 
IMPLICIT REAL * i3 !A-H,O-L) 
OIMENSIUN \~!30) ,SUMP(301,EIJ0,31) 
Pl = J.14159265J5d979DO 
·"lAX = 30 
MAXl = Ml\X + l 
i\CCUR = l.D-10 
Y SU f'I = 0 .ODO 
JO DD 40 K = l,MAX 
KSIGI~ = -( !K/2~'2-Kl*~ + ll 
~(Kl = KS lGN * F'~K/K**2 
YSUM = YSUM + WIK) 
!F(l~i\i:.lS(\.l(K)) .LE. ACCUR) GO TO 6:l 
~O SUMP!Kl = YSUM 
~O CALL EALGOR(MAX,MAXl,SUMP,MAXEND,E,tAPPkXI 
PH I SIJM EAPPl<.X 
RETLl<N 




IMPUC!I REAL t; 8 !A-H,O-Zl 
UIMEl\SION SUMP(i'IAXl ,l:(M1-\X,MAXll 
PURPDSE---TO ACCELERATE ClJNVERGENCE Of' A SLJ\-il_Y C1JNVU'.GEi'lT SE!dES. 
GIVEN SUMP( I I, AN MAX-IJ!MEf'..SIIJi~AL VELrGK llf' Pi\~T !AL SUMS. 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
M!\X---UHEGEk THU IS THE DIMENSILIN DF VCl.Tl'F'. Of' PA;dJ!d . .:iUMS. IF MAX 
IS EVEN E(l,MAXl IS THE Bl:ST APPKC!Xl11\TllJ1~ TU Hie: SUM. 
86 
MAXl---INTEGlR-lF MAX IS OUD,THEN t!l,MAXll b THI: llEST APPROXIMATION re 
THE SUM. 
SUMP---VFCTOK nF PARTIAL SW1S 
E(l,Il----VECTOR OF ACCELERATED SUMS 
E!M,Nl---LLCMtNTS OF E-ALGO~ITHM TABLE. C{M,~l = E(J!AGONAL,CULUMNJ 
M = l,M/\X N = l,MA.<l 
ACCUR--- ERFUR TOLEKANCE sutrnOLJT !~IE EALG'JR !Tt:Y.AHS UIHIL THE 
DIHCP.HJCC Bi::H;E[N SUCCES'.)!VE PAUL\L SUMS [ S < i\CC\JR OR UNTIL 
THE Ui'f'[I{ CUT-IJFF MAX IS R~·~CtH:u, W!-1ICH Evc:z ClJM[') t=rnsr. 
EAPP!U--- iS THE t;EST APPf{OXIMATI:JN 10 THE lJ'.)CILLATING SE:-1.IES 
r~f\XfNfJ--- IS THE RESULTIMG lJJMENSIGN llF Tl![ v1:r:rn;i. 1:(1,:"IAXENO). 
IT IS r111: 'IJISTl\l~CE' OU\-IN THE lST UIAGLlW\L JF rHE F:-1\LGDRI THM 
TRIANGLE THE PRUGRMA PROCEEDED UNTIL THE SPtCIF!ElJ ACCURACY WAS 
O!Hflli'-JUl OP. THI: UP11 ER CUTLlf'F WAS RL~CHEO. 












l <) 5 
196 


























r' t 3 
? l 1t 





~' ~~ 0 











DO 100 M = t,MAX 
too E 1 M ,11 = u.uo 
Dtl 20 M = l , MA X 
20 EIM,?1 = ::..UMPIMl 
ACC LI-; = l•D-12 
DU 1000 ~1 = 2, MAX 
K = M .,_ l 
L = M - l 
DO lO'lO IS= 3,K 
E ( l ,! S l = El l i- l ,IS -2 l + 1. l)l) II E ( l + 1 ,! '..,- l l - c ( I , I S - l l l 
L ·= L-1 
It=( IS .NF. K') GO fO lOOO 
I t= ( M • E iJ. 2 • Ml D. I S • E (J • 3 l G 0 T U 1 0 <l J 
CHECK r:J SEE ·WffrTIH:R DES!l~t:IJ !1CCUi{i\C'I 11.t\S lll':i •\rr,\I;'H:ll 
DF.Pt!Jll('.JG UPON ~JHETHFR THL lh1'UT V/\L~I, Uf M/1 '\ IS F'.'C:,J !.Ji': .JJD, 
Dll'Fl!'d:l'll' LHECKS MUST llE r11\1JL. IF fl,\/ EVl'~ I 11· i1 1u,1;1,11"1 l'.i IHiUfUJ 
ltJ STAT!'lf:NT 500. '500 CHECKS TU SH.' li IS !S . Vt~! L.1\IJSi: i T IS TIH: 
EVEI\ IS THAI ARE CllNVERGING TU TH~: ~,lJ,.J 11,:~ l. I/' 'J 1·11\:<. lf- 'JUT 
CONWOL IS kETURNEIJ TO rHf: OC LC:UP. lF IS l'.:J l·Vr:r' rHL-i" IHE 
IJ!Ff'[i\[NCF f3tT1H:Ei'J THE LAST n;tJ EVL.": ,\!'i'i',UX. i) Till: s11 .. i [S 
CHEC:o=;J TO SLE If THE DES [f\Ell AC.Uzu,\CY 11,\S i'1.' ,,:Hl\l\'J, d. IF NCH 
87 
CONTi\UL l S i\FTU:-\NLl.J TU THE Lt..::!P. IF: ~, 1.l lrlE \J,\: Jf: Ui L-1\r)i'IZX IS 1-~F:TUKl~E[~ .• 
/\ S Jr 1 I Ltd{ S f.= WU EI~ C [= 0 F CHECK S l S AP i' Li : :. i i r: '·1 ,1 • [ S r: !J: J • 
If~ I I-' 1\ X /<.'. ,, 2 • F (J • M J\;.; l G 0 T U :; 0 0 
IFIM/\X/2*2 .Nf. hAX) GO TO 600 
':i 00 IF I [SI,~ 0:' 2 • N t • IS l GU TO l 0 0 0 
l:l\KCil. = lJ;\uSI [:(l,!Sl-E12.IS-?l 
IF(l'J<1tu1-: .GT. ACCUi<l GO TU 1000 
EAPPl{X-' Ell.IS! 
M:\ Xh'.JI) "' ! S 
i\fT LP,N 
oOO IF I L/2'!'2 • EW. IS l GO TO LO:JO 
EKRU'. = i)t•DS( E!l,!Sl-E(Z,IS-2) 
lf'!EkiWK .GT. ACCLJI-'.) Gil TU 1000 
f'APPRX cll.,[S) 
ML\Xl'~JU = IS 
!~ E r LJ,\ N 
1000 ClJNT! NUE 
Mi\ X UJI) = Mi\ X l 
I l' ( 1·1 J\ X I 2 ~ 2 • HJ • i-1 :\ X I >: A f' I' it X ., I: ( l , : l •\ X ) 
IFl~'1\X/2'!'2 .w:. M1\X) E/\l'PF.X ·" E(l,:-1.\Xll 
IFI M•\X/2°~2 .EQ. M;\Xl GU Tll ;~ooo 
IFIM1\X/2'!'2 .~IF. M,\Xl GLl Tri lOJO 
21J\lO Ui F H: k = IJAfl:> ( E ( l, l~AX) - [ U, 1'1AX-r'l 
GU Tll '~000 
JU J !l 0 I F FI i{ = DA ll S ( E ( 1 , MAX ll - 1:1 2 , ~1 A X l - <'.'. l 
4~~00 i,.i,._ I HI<>, SOOO) 
'iOtlll F1JRM.,1l( ll10,3X, 1\-J;\RNING .•f,$f,:>;'.; f'llSS!!1Ll LUSS df· •;i1;·-n1:IC,'.',Ct: IN 
lSUl\Kt,lJl INE fALCUl~ 1 l 
Hi~ I 11: (,:,, 6000) 
6:JOO HJ;U1A r l lHJ, 3X, 1 :~Al;N ITUDE llF Iii[ Dl Fd'i·~CNCIC: .1 l I ,:r. LN fl!I· L!\S T H:O 
LAi'f'F1JXIMATli'lNS IU HI[ SUM' l 
w i \ I I I ( r,, 7 0 :1 0 l ll I I J- tc K 
'/OOll F 11 KM/\ f I 1110, ;)ZfJ. 16 l 
ru: rLHi'I 
(;()()() i< = Mi\Xl 
Wk I T i I (, , 5 l 
'.> F n H MA r 1 Ht o d x , • .~ • , 5 x , • N • , l 3 x , • i: t M, N l • 1 
DU l':i l\J :: 2,MAXl 
!32 
/I) , 14 























..1 ') 5 
'S6 
; 'i 7 





















. ' { 'J 
':JO 





.' ,l (, 
/Hf 
I< ,, l<-l 
lJIJ 15 M = l,K 
~RIT~(L,251 M,N,L(M,N) 
25 Flll~1"t\Tl215,IJ26.161 




** * ~'-:* ~('~** ** * *''-:* ,;:~:* ** ** ''t***~~***::i:' ~~ :.;-. .-~~>::: ~;: ;.;, ~~* \\::i;~ .-::~:~:~! 0:~ • ·:: :~ .-!:.~::: -~ -:~ ~'. i..\ *;:;:** :~ t.<,:t '!:::<' * CLAUS\:= 
FUNCTllJN CLl\LJSl:'!XI 
! MP l l C [ 1 RI: t. L ic 8 ( A-H , 0- Z l 
ll!Mfl'lS IC•N SI 151,Tl171 
Dl\T /\ !CIJLJNT /0/ 
PUIU'OSE TO COMPUTE CLAUSE RH-. CLi\LJS EN 
·~.1-X = 15 
P1 ; :J. l·'>.:.'j'JZ(,535i!<U900 
l f- ( '( • l l. 0. O[) 0 • crn • x • (j T • p I l G l) T l I )\; () 
lf'(Y.l:lJ.0.0i)O .fik. X.F\J.Pll GU TO 200 
IF( ICLlUNT .l~E. 0) GO ru 100 
XC = Pl/2.00 
Sill 10.1d3h1514lt~142'.i113300 
5(? J 
s ( 3 l 
s ( lt) 
SI 'i I 
s { i.J J 
s ( l ) 
S{ J l 
SI 9 I 
SI l Cl 
s ( 11 l 
SI 12l 
SI 1 J) 
s (l l1) 
s 11 'J) 
T ( l l 
fUI 
T ( 3 l 
r11.i ._ 
1 ( :; ) 
Tl 6 l 
l ( I l 
T { U l ~ 
I ( 9 l 
f( 10) 
r c 11 l 
Tl Ul 
TI 13 l 
T ( l'tl 
T I 1 'O l 
T ( 16) 





• 55lt 7 Li ':i l f1 l l:; 7i)- 7 
.24l9tl20bOO<JD-8 
.1118493t.OW-9 













- • 75·J'5600069'JD- 7 
- .t,260't0169:)1)-8 
- .5Ju7170UOD-9 
• l>f t-1? 5 u 7 YD- 1 0 
.1-12900 331)- l l 
- • 3951()l1)-12 





[ C ll liN r = l 
100 !~IX .LE. XCJ R 
11' ( X • GT • XC l R 
I{ S = R ~'I{ 
SlfM ~· O.ODO 
fAC Tri!' = i{ 
X/PT 
1.00 - X/PI 
IFtX.GT.XCI MAX 17 
?BB L)U 150 K = l ,MAX 
289 1r1x.u:.xc1 c = SIKl 
29 0 l F ( X. G l • X C ) C = T ( K l 
?.91 TERM= C * fACTOR 
?92. SUM = SlJM + TERM 
i''J3 F1\C TDR = FACTOR * RS 
294 LSO CUNIINUE 
295 IHX .Uc. XCl A -rI * (2.IJ\l * DL'hd(?.1)JH'l/U.UQ-1{)) 
l + I{ * DLUG( ( '' .UO-RS l q( l l 
2Y6 IHX.GT.XCl A= Pl*tDLOG((l.OOt-l\1/(1.1:)-IOl ;. f:'~DUlG((l.OJ-RS)ll 
n1 CL,\llSE A + SUM 
298 RETURN 
?99 2 OJ CLA LSI.: O. OUO 
100 RFT lJl-:N 
301 JOO 1.J1'.IH'{(,,400) 
·rnz '100 f-URM1\l(l/-10,::>X,'ERl\lJR IN CLl\US[:--A!J(..; 1.J,'1!:'.H llUT LlF RMJGE'l 















FUNl.Tiui~ f'GH(Ul:LZ, !REGN) 
IMPLICIT ~EAL* 8 (A-H,O-ll 
D [MEN 2; I 11 rJ A ( 1,41), S ( 21 l, l ( 2 Ll , t1 Si~ (:cl, 2 l l 
Ct W (Ill' l\J/ C l\2 ITH I CK 
E X l [I'. r ,,\ l. f' G H C I 1 , F G H C T3 
Tk I CK = DEL2 
Pl = J.l~l~026~J5JY79DO 
XU 0 = i' I I 2. l) 0 
L = 10 
89 




























'j DI l ?.O cJ l , l 
f-lSUM O.OIJO 
IJn ~l) = l,N 
I\[ I = 1)1 LDAT ( ! l . 
RlN = lJILUATlNl 
XL = (1.1'!-l.rJJPXJO/REN 
II (Il\i:t,1'j.EIJ.l .IW. IP.EGN.LCJ.?l CALL C,~cJSS!XI, 1 lJ,FGllCTl,Fll 
II( li\f'l,1,1.EIJ.J) CilLL GAUSS(XL,iU,h;11CTJ,Fll 
30 flSLM = ll + Fl5U~ 
2 0 S ( rJ l "' F l SUM 
t,c) hlHl'i\T (lil0,3X ,'K' ,8X, 'KTH /\PPr<CX' l 
D.I ~O K .~ l, 7 
'HJ WV I ff ( o, h 0) K, S ( K ) 
6J \-llRl'i\T(l'.i,D26.l6) 
IJ = 3 
5 00 N 1 = N t- l 
NZ·= N + 2 
NJ = <~'HJ+ l 


































~ 'j 5 
l'.>6 
























!MPL!Cl T REAL ~' 8 !A-1~,ll-Z l 
CU~'MUN/Cf32/ fKICK 
PURPOSE----IS THE INTlGR1\NO FOf'. l'.::c;1rrn ;2 \~[) I! r,\J \HIICH IHF CHANGE OF 
VARIABLES T = SINITHEf,\l Hl\S liH_:·J M/\Df'. 
X lJ SIN ( THETA) 
Y DCLlSITHHAl 
G F21X) + F2!-Xl 
FGHCTl = Y * G * DLOG(DABS!l.00-Xt~/TR!CK)) 
RETUKN 
END 
F' lJ .\Jc rr 11 N r- G II c r 3 ( TH!: TA) 
l1'1l'LlCIT t.Ch\L * 8 11\-H,D-ll 
C llti l'UN/C f\2 I TR l CK 
l 1URPOSE-:---IS THE INTtGKANO UF F(;d 1·uR <\EG!J:~ II! 
METHlJl)-----fHE INTEGR!<L IS lJ!Vf'<)'.~) lNFJ 2 111>:;rs fW fHf SPH,LJL1\RITY AT 
r = IJEL. CJN THE !NH \V;\L 0-')tl l'll Cll<\111,[: JF VM;! i\RLES 
f = Utl * SIN!THCT1\l l') :1AiJ[ • ...i·,1 Till LnF'W8L lJll.-1, THE 
CHANGE OF VAR T = (l-!)tll (Sli(frl!-ft1J)'":'2 + fJlLJ IS MADE 
u EL = 0 s u I' r ( rn I c K) 
X = DS!N(TllL:TAl 
Tl UEL ~' X 
G l = 1: 2 ! T 1) + F 2 ( - Tl I 
Yl = DEL * OCUS( THCTAl 
A = Gl * Yl * ULnG(DARS(l.00-X*Y)) 
T? = ! 1.00-Dlll * X'~X + DEL 
v2 = F2(fi'J i-f2(-T2) 
iJ = z.uo '' (l.00-DELI '' G2 * OLUGID1\l'S(l.i!ll-TZ*L'/l'UCl<ll 
F 1)Sli'JITHETA) * OCLJS(TH[TAl 
FCilCT3 = A+l:I 
f\1'. fl.RN 
END 
F lJf" CT ION f-2 IT l 
lf'>l'LICIT RU1L * 8 !A-1-1,U-LJ 





DUUt3LE PKLCISIUN XL,XU,Y,A,B,C,fCf 
A0,. 5u0'' ( xu~xu 
B=XlJ-XL 
C=.49Rb319JU9247407BDO*B 
Y=. ~')0·.)J05C0'• /3504J'.l0-2~' ( FC Tl A+r: l ~FC T (A-Cl) 






































































• c c 
Y" Y + • l 2 (J % 0 3 2 (; 5 4 b 3 l 0 3 0 0- l -,, ( I Cl ( 1\ + C ) 1 I C l ( A - C l I 
C=. 'ib./'+5JOJ 7%1JJ(,9J'100*£.l 
Y:oY+. Ul369Jl'•50511l717l)-l*l!Cl(1\l-CJ111:T!A-CI) 
c~.44Hlb0~/7ll830260uOO*U 
Y= Y+. n 'tl 79490Ll 1133'!0l)- l'!< IFC r 'A+CI •I' Cl l A-Cl l 
C=.42~6U3L068b628409DO*B 
Y=Y+.2'> 1t'J')029o31lll.ll0tl80-l~( lFCI (A+C) Ht..r!A-Cl l 
C"'. 3'J 7 2'1l<J97'JU39./12CDO*f3 
Y= Y +. 2':1 Jlt20 <t6 7 39 26 l7 740- P ( F CT { A+ Cl 1 ; CI l A-Cl l 
C=.36&0910593701448400*8 








v-= v +. 1• 3 8 2 60 4 6 5 oz 2 o 19 OoO- t ~' 1 1 c T ( 1\+ cl tr c 1'! A - cl l 
C=.lb593430ll4l063u2DO*B 




Y=Y+.47Hl9360039631't30D-U'lf-CT(A+Cl•l Cl( A-Cl l 
c~.2~15383?8438691510-l*B 





IMP LlC !T 1~£'/'.\L * 8 ( A-H ,o-z. l 
R l: AL * It LP S 




































PADE -rn CLJMPUTE THE IN.I~) l'/\DE 1\PPPDXl;·11\NT TO A s::RIE s 
OF P1\l<TIAL SUi'lS. GlVFN /\ VC.CTCk 1.1r P,\l'f !AL sJ:'is, 
J.>AiJE METHOD ACCELEkA TLS VJNVl:l',l>t1~Cl: Cll' fril: Gl VF.~I 








Z ( Kl 
ASI) 
-!Jt::l.Ht:E OF THE PADE Ai'Pf\\.IXIMANT 
-= N+l GIVES lST N+l CClLU1S OE i11\i1\lX 
-= N+2 GIVES SIAIHlNG P(J!NT fUlt r;,-'Jl!ZArHH.i Ll\ST N 
CLCllMi~S OF HIE MATRIX 
-: 2°~~J+l IS THI: OlME:NSlllN uG THE '.11J 1.JM1.f: M;\Ti',IX 
-.:N]HJ3 :: NUMtlER Ur El.f'i·1UH::. Ul' ,v, \TR IX lJI( iJl.>lcNSILN 
u r rn l: V\: c T 1)R ,\ 
-VFCTUR OF PARTIAL SUMS SUPPLl~U 
_,, l/K /\P.E THE POINTS, Ill >IHIC:t T Ill TYPl: I I ;)ADE 
l\l-'l)kllXlMArH I 5 EVALU4Trn 
-SQUA'<E MATRIX OF WEFHCit::NTS '.>Ucit r11Ar Aso * <Ao, 
A!l),/\!2lo ••• ,,\{i'JlJ,i3(1),fl(2), ••• ,IJ(Nl>" 
<S!ll,$(2), ••• 1Sl2':'N+ll> 
'tlHf:RE N IS THE DEGREES OF THE POLYNUMIALS IN THL: (N,Nl iJl\l)f: 
l\Ppg11 :< !Ml\N I 1\NO <> DE NOH S VLC H 1R 



















RFSLLf -l'.> THE lST PAOL CUlFF!C[l:::HAO. II IS THI: 1\l:ST APPROX PAOE 
TrJ TllF. FUNCTlUiJ 1H l = l/INHNI lY 






















·, .' lJ 
1?9 
1.J 0 






































S I M ULT Ar~ F IJ US EU U /\TI ll NS S CA l L SY STU< ( 1' , ~ , M, N , l '.) S , I ER l P 1\ DE 
P ,\IJ E 
Pi\lJE 
f.l /\DE c;l:Nr:t<.AH TllE: COUf-!CIF.Nf MATl\IX /\SU 
0() 10 K = 1, NJ 
10 ZIKl = l.JJ/UFLOAT(K) 
1 5 DD 20 I '"'· 1 , N 3 
20 l\SOII.ll = 1.DO 
Oll 2 ':> I 1 , N3 
on 25 J = 2, NL 
K = J-1 
2') ASO(!,Jl = !Zlll)**K 
LJO 30 I = l,N3 
DO 30 J = N2,N3 
I< = J- ( IH l) 
30 ,\S\J(l,Jl =-Sill* (Z(U**K> 
CuNvH;r THE swu~.RE Mi\TKIX ASQ INTO A SI~i.;u: 
MATR!X IS STGRl::D COLUi1N'.HSE AS A 1-D vi.=cru:-.: 
Utl 40 J = l , N3 
Dtl '•0 l = l,N3 
L = NJ*IJ-ll + I 
ltO A ( L l = I~ SQ ( l 'J) 
[I'S =- l.E-12 
CALL SYSTEMCS,A,NJ,l,EPS,IERl 






p 1\l) t: 
P ADE 
















IMPLICIT KEAL* d IA-11,0-ZI 
1''1c A L ·~ 1t E P S 
D!MENSIUN A(li,R(l) DELG 
DE LG 
4•• ••••••••••••••••••••••····~··•••••••••·•••••• .••••••••••••••••• OELG 
DELG 
SUlll<l1UTINE DGELG Df:LG 
DELG 
PURl'llSE fJELG 




CESCR li'T [[JN OF PM~•\METERS 
R - uCJUflL[ PRECISICN M l\Y N fUCl-IT IW-JD Sll)t Mi\TiUX 
!DE:lTRUYEOI. ON RETUIU\i :~ LUNTAINS fltr SCJLJIIUNS 
OF THE EQUAfIDNS. 
A - OOUJLE PRECISIUN M BY M CUtFFICIENf MATRIX 
IDES TRllYEOl. 
M - THE NUMBER OF EUUATIUNS IN TH~ SYSTEM. 
N - THE: NlJM[lEK [Jf fU Gl-H HAioJu SI lJf: V cCTilkS, 
FPS - SINGLE PRECISION INPUT CONSTANT WHICH IS USEU AS 
RLLAT IV[ TOLERANCE FUR rt:s T UN L!ISS iJF 
S I G NI rI CA NC E. 
OU~MY =- l.DO 















































c .. ,, ., 
c 
c 
11 ·,1 fl 
1d9 
·,,:,a 
















'i ~:> L 
1,r,2 
1'.>J 
I c;_-l ft 
1,·:i5 
... ~h 
IEl<~O - NO u:.Rlll<, 
IER=-1 - NO l:l·;lJL T IJll \•ISL W " IJSS THM< l UR 




E 0 lJ 1\ L rLJ 0 , l) t LG 
IH?."K - WARi~I1'1,; CUE: Tll r'1!'.)'.:,Jl1L1: LUSS (IF SIGNlFI- OELG 
CANCF: !r'!IJICl\L •1 i\f ILi'~ !Nl\T lON STEP KH, OELG 
1-IHl::t-.C f' ! VUl t- L: : :! 'H \-ff,'.; LE SS Tlli\N ()f{ IJELG 
ElJU1\l r:1 THl HlH~JAl. l:ll.l"ANCl:: FPS TIMES UtLG 
Al\SllllJfiLY c;;: ..... \r1:sr l'l l_,.\[Nl Lll- M.HRIX A. lJELG 
DELG 
REMAnKS UELG 
I IWUT MA rn.ICF s R l\NO /\ 1\Rt ,'\SSLJi''c \I r u .,; s JUI<!=() CULJMNrl IS l:: DELG 
IN rPN RESP. M~'M SUCCE:SS!Vc STI. '\',;l: Lj(,',l[trns. ON RE:TURN OELG 
SfJLUT ION ~~in:ux R IS SHJ:\•cO L'lL:J.;';:.~ [S[ I l•U. DELG 
Tllf PRfJCf:UURf: GlVES IZL:Si!l.TS IF f:li ~<Ui·i!\: I< (If EQU,\llUNS M IS DELG 
Gid::i\TEf< THAM 0 l\NO PJVUf Elf_1·1u.rc; ;\[ ;~[l lLIMINl\fllJN STEPS DELG 
AIU'. DIF1=EHUJf rtWM O. lll!,ffVU: \·i,\,,nN1; [1 l'.=K - IF GIVEN - O[LG 
I ~JD I CAT ES Pr JS S lB l E l US S U F S I'.~ 1 « H l C ,\ N ~ f • l :'J C /\ S ~ >: .. 1 F A W :CL l OE LG 
SC,\ LE Ll MA f R I X A li. ~ 0 A P I':~ 11 P fU f\T i: 1 , ! I. tc '\ !\ 'i c: C LP S , l f 'Z = ~ MA Y LIE: DEL G 
lNHt<PRlTED fHl\T MATRlX :\ H!\S Til: ,z,\NK :<.. i\JIJ W1W1'HNG IS DELG 
GIVEN IN CASE M=l. 
DUtJ,MY2 =· l.DO 
SU8fWUl !NES AND FUNCTirJ,\I SUlWIZJGIU.,','.) RcQJI:>rn' 
NONE 
t-'EHl:)I) 











••••••••••••••••• ,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• [) C LG 
IF(Ml23;23,l 





lJll 3 L=l,MM 
liJ =DA i.l S ( A ( U l 
IF ( TLl-i' IV l 3, 3, 2 
?. Pl V=TB 
I= L 
3 CnNTIMUE 
lUL =FPS':' Pl V 
.~{[)IS f'lVLlT ELEMLNT. PIV C(]flTAl.\JS rHE Ai3S~Jl.Ulf V1\LlJf UF i\{!). 
:.TAi~T tL!MlNATION LOOP 
LST=l 
Oll 17 K·=l, 1'1 
TFST nN SlNGULARITY 
IFIP!Vl?.J,23,4 


















































1, (1 5 















'I ! l} 
c 
c 

























[:= 1-J *M-K 
J=J tl-K 
ItK rs ROW-ll'JIH:X. J+K COLUMN-!NUEX lJf- PIV;Jf U.EMLNT 
PIVCT KOW P.l.:DUCT!UN flNO RlJW INTLl~Cfl1\NGE J!J i'.l91T 111\'JD SIDER 





IS ELIMINATION TERMINATED 
IF ( K-M l '7, l d, 1 B 
CllLU1'IN INTlRCHANGE IN MATRIX A 
'J L E N l> L S T HI-K 
IF! Jl 12.12.10 
10 11 = J HI 





RUV/ I NTU:CltflN_;E AND PIVLlT RmJ REUiJCT ION l'J M1\l i\ l :< A 




lJ All l=TH 
SAVE COLUMN INTERCHANGE INFURMATI~N 
AlLSTl=J 
EL E'l1FIH i\UJUC TI LlN AND 1\JE XT Pl VDT SEARCH 
PI V =O • IJ'l 
LS T =-LS T ~ 1 
J= 0 
lJ(l 16 I I =LS T, LENO 
i'!V!o:-A(![) 
I:; T = l l -1-/'l 
J=J+l 
IJO 1 5 L-= ! ST , M'1 , M 
ll=l.-J 
Al L )"A( L l tP IV l*flll.L I 
fo=Dl\i.35( I\ I Ll l 
IF I rn-r Iv) 15. 15, 14 
llt PIV=fB 
I= L 
1 '.i CONTINUE 
lJlJ 16 L=K,NM, M 
LL= L+.J 
u, 1' I LL l = IU L L. l ~ P I V I *R I L l 
l'I LST=LST+M 
ENO UF fLIMINATION LOOP 
BACK SUBSTITUTION ANO liACK INTERCHANGE 
18 !F(M-ll2J,;:'.2,19 































































•,oo l ST ;=M + l DELG 
'.iOl l)[J 21 I =2 IM DELG 
'i02 ll=LST-1 DELG 
J() 3 lST=lST-LST DELG 
) ll4 L=lSr-M DELG . 
•. ,l) 5 L=A ( L) i-. 500 DELG 
') ll6 llll 21 J=ll,NM,M DELG 
) l) 7 TB=R(JI OELG 
'108 LL=J DELG 
•;09 1)0 20 K"" IS T, MM, M DELG 
:.>10 LL=Lli-l DELG 
') ll 21) Td=Ti3-l\(K)'!<R(ll) DELG 
..>l2 K= J +L DELG 
'; i 3· K ( J) o=IU Kl DE:LG 
'ji.4 n R ( K )= 1B DELG 
) l 5 .1· • 2;~ RET U1~N OELG 
c OELG 
c OELG 
.c ER Rm RETURN DELG 
·, 16 23 lER=-1 DHG 
•j l 7 RETURN DELG 
'> l 8 ENO DELG 
APPENDIX C 





















































l MP l. I C ! T 1':: 1\ L ·~ 8 ( ,\ - : I , · : - L ) 
l l l M li'E I L• I• X 1\ ( J 0 0 , 'Jl , ' \ ( 'J ) , X L ( ': l , X "J ( 'J l 
CllMMLlN /M1UI/ l\~lJ 
c111.:MCH~/f'A,(,'·\:0/1\CC,NUli·;:,, ICUt·:·:,, IT~1 \X,NC·•'U'J,NuPRl>J 
C.Jh i·1lJN 11· P::, IL/[ I'S, I UAL~ I 
1)1\f,, XU,XL./'J1-·l.ll0,'J•:".'·' J·l/,'L\, Ci/'J>!•l, /l•"l•:•l.llO/ 
*':'* lJl'l'rT /\N~J 1.ma=R LL:! I; uf' !::11\;:</\Tlt:H.1 !1\VI:: 1~11. :>1i."J P:).LStT=l. :). 
lF Yi'llJ 1\l'::lJ!i<.I DI l.f'' ~:· i I LP\I I·;, Sl T lll'l'i:R LI :11f 00 :\U /\NU l'.lii[R 
l I :·1 l I ·XL • 
') "• F I )f{ MA f ( t l f l 0 • tt) 
l J I • 
'' I' lf\M/\T(I 10.'i,'i!'.i,fc l•J.'>) lftC~. 
) !-'1-/\IJ ,.,,.,) .'.CC,NDll•J".,l\:11:·.:s. [] lt,;<,r.J:Jl 1 \J'.l,\J:JVi:1,,.,\'1lf 
-;::;(:;.:;; I\ [t\L) l f~ -I Ht" I NT[l.l,'J/1L '.·i I Z l:~; 1· ii'. [J\C.f~ iJl ,·\ENS 11;.\J )~~:~~;\,::~~*** 
1>:1 l I=l,NLllHS 
N=l 
~JI' l = N ;. 1 
9 ",I' A U ( 5 , '! 11 ) ( X1\ ( K , I ) , i, = ': , i i I' 1 l 
DO 10 .J.=1",i'Jr1 
I F ( X ,q . J , l ) • Uc • J. r ) 1; Ci T 1.1 7 
10 MA{l)=J ~ 1 
N=N+.J 
N 1' 7 = N ·~ 7 
Cil Tl} ') 
l CIJ i'JT ! NU F 
[ C IJ l:i'J T = U 
P I = 3 • 1 11 1 ~J () 2 6 '.J 3 5 .c; 'n ·i U 
f'll\Y2 = 11 1/.J,ill) 
IPSO= !l:01J.'l{.llJOJ 
I I'S = 
XlJ ( 1) 
XL ( l) 
XI. ( ;, ) 
/,lJ( '>l 
;(l ( 6 l 
x lJ { (1) 
l·:I' S l 1 / <A. DO' 
I: PS 
f'. J' :; I ? • 0 0 
l • DO 
? • !) () 
1 • ;) \) 
' • 1)0 
Till',!::, 1\ TYf'!C1\L 1··,.1,;,:,\'1 !J',f:1) TU iiiJ THc 1_1 1 :;1L1)i·!-t:~Jl1.'Ff f'(lf'. THf 
i~r!l Ul~!)[I~ c 11,~~CCT IU.i T~J THi.~ \.~;-~.·4;\l_JdS .;) t" .. TIC \'),·\[:~r (~1· !"Hf- r~H)lJ,J ;\:'1,ll.r 
rl·'.(_lM li\li) 1.H<1lLl~ V/\l_,!J:Ji'•: 1)flLARI/\.lIC11•J ll\1\i __ ,J,f u~~s [f·;'l J T!lf Pri,J!:.J,\J-P;H:lt.i.'~ 
'>CA Tl [i-. l 1 ~ G !J l I\ G :\ .:V·1 S • 
l'llI S I:; A IJ:ZV fi.U'l •••• ·)I.) l S h• .1LLY r;·:·Zl: l'lJ\l lf!i1N T'll S. 
(.1\ LI. s I' c I , .. , r Ix A f M 1\. A !J. c'.1 • /\i', r, ' l .'. '·' ) 
>JI'. I f f { G , l 2 '.i l 
I· I I fl. :~I\ T { 111 l l 
-; 11 l p 
1: N ll 
HJI~ Cf lllil i\i>ll 11 { X) 
IMPLl(lf l'.l.1\I_ ':' ll (J\-:1,CJ-L) 
: ) I M I fJ s [ I I i·J x { ') ) ' x?. { lj) ,r i) I v ( () ) 
c:) h MrJH Ii l r, I 1 j I~; IM p' Tfi. I\ 'J s 
[) ,\ l A ! U I VI•)':' l I 













'J 2 iJOO 
iJ 












































P 1 Ml = 1. DO 
Tfl.ANS = l.DO 
Mi\X .= 2 
MAX = 3 
llJ!V( l) = 2 
Ml\X l = MAX i- l 
MIN = MAX - 1 
l 1) I V ( K l "' ID l V 1 ME AN S CH 1~ N:; r.: V f'. I'. I ·\ i.1 l E S X ( Kl ( X ' ( K· J ) *" IO I V 1 
t Jt ! TH t: KI I I i\ X l S • 
DU 800 KS = l,M!N 
!ll!Vl = IDIV(MAX-KSl 
S I M f' = ( l. Dll - I XI MAX-KS l I **I U IV ll :: *K. S <• S l '1 p, 
CUN THJUE 
0.J fllO 1<$ = 1,MAX 
ID!Vl ·= lDIV!KSl 
X 7 ( KS) = I XI I< S l )'~ * !. DI V l ~' PI M Z 
f'lML = (1,00 - IXIK~7,JJM!')!Vll "' f'lMZ 
rnAfl.S = lll!Vl *· (XlKSl l*~'( ID!Vl-l) ·~ TRA\JS 
I.UN Tl NUE 
;(/.~ ( 4) ·: X (It) 
X2('.:>J = X(~l 
X21C:l X.16) 
X217l = XII) 
ANfH = TkANS * FIX2) 
Rt TURN 
l:N() 
l'UN CT !~JN I' I (j l 
!MPL[CJT l{f'.AL * 8 (A-H,Ll-Zl 
I) l M f.l ls I LIN iJ ( '•I 3) • c ( 1, '3 l 
I 1 I :'1 [I~ S l JI·: W ( 'J ) , SUM HJ ( :.l } , 1V. f{ A Y ( J ) 
C ,;/", f'JlJN/ F fl SI l/ r: PS, I C(JUNT 
CLIMM0N /MkA/ AM0 
cnVMUN /~AlN/SIMP,TRANS 
DAT A SLJ'1it.Jn•n .DO/ 
'/ x y : l . 
u:: lJ(7J 
Rl = Q(6) 
:; l . .: (~ ( 5) 
x Ll ( .:, ) 
y 0 ( ·11 
v;:. (J(2) 
r '"' 1J < l > 
lT Y+V-1-T 
ll Y * 11.fJO-Xl 
l2 = x )~ y 
LI = 1.00 - lT 
L 1t = U ,, V 
1.'S : V 1:c ( 1. f)O-U) 


























l l 3 













S = 4.00 • ISl-l.DOl/51~*2 
zc, R * S* * 2 * T 
ll = K * ( l.D0-5~'5) * T 
ltl = 11.DO-Rl * T 
WF\K = y * v * r~:f*R*Z.DO~:s ,, 11.i.cJ!l -~ "'"'Jl-~.ll*U.U!)-1-(l) 
l I I I'. 1 * S L ) * * 3 
X = l .DO/ AMU**2 
R = X 
Z2l = 1..2 + Z3 + Z5 + Z7 




fl '• 5 = Z 2 * L 6 7 8 + L 6 ,. Z 7 
l'.'t6=-l.:J'~ l2l-l7'~l35 
1v, ·r = Z" ':' Z 3 5 -L2 '' l.8 
11'tB';'L CJ'!'l 27+L 2''L I 
tl';i 6 = n,~Zl 4-Z2*Z8 
B57=-ZB*Zl6-Z6*ll4 
fl 58=Z 7~'Z l 6+Z 2*Z 6 
Pi 6 7 °' Z 2 '~ I Z l't + Z J 5 + l 8 l + Z 111 °:: L 3 5 
iH> 8 = Z l '•* l 2 7 t- Z2 * Z 3 5 
R7U=ll5*Zl6+~2*Zl4 
A& -Z4*B4G -Z?*856 
41 = -z4;q1t,7 - Z5*tJ57 
AB = -Z4*648 - ZS*f\58 
Z627 = L1'~1Z2+Z6l + U*Z6 
U = ll1+':' LJ'i'-'Z678 + Zl'+ '~ Uc>'~Ui:!-Lll + l6?7) + Z:.i5 !Z3*1i2+U,) 
l + lb;!/ l t- l8 ... Z62-/ 
\/ = (1h7-fYt6l '' Z4~'ztt t- IH'.i&-L1:;7)~L5°~Z5 + (Ci'•d-tl 1•·7.Pli't+Z5)>:';'2 
l + x '~ !_ 6 7 8 ~' u 
If' ( lJ • I: <J. d • 00 • OK • Ii • [;Cl • I) • 0 D '.l ) \·if~ I T t ! b r10 () Ll) U, Ii 
l ;) LJJ f' 11 R t·i·\ T ( l 1-fO .3 x • 'lJ I • l) 2 s • .l 6 ' 3 >( ' "•I = • ' [J _~ (,. 16 l 
uo u 
WO = ~/ 
I'. l = A:J-A6 
A ?.=Al-<\ 6 
/\3 = Ml-/\/ 
I E X P 1 - 1 r: X P ( lJ l 
IF X P 2 = - Ir XP ( W) _ 
l!XP3 = -IIXP(Su-IP) 
lJ EXPlJ 110.fll))'~':'JF.XPl 
C< PW = l 1 ~J. U 0 l * ,:q E XP 2 
!~XI'S= (10.DiJ)t.:t.•IEXPJ 
CJ = U 1,• E XPU 
\J " l·I '' EXPW 
SIMI'= SIMP * EXPS 
l? C( 1,;') = -X*Zfl'~(!:l4iH3*ih/-3•~lh6) X'~zr,,~(l''f')-[:\lt{--,'.\:)+1)5G-3"•t,5l 
L ~]'!'i\5d) -2''X~·l6•'( lo4(i+Z f':l<3) +x•:<Z4*Z71.• ( lG-Zl:ll 
13 5 2 2 L ( 2 , ;> ) ~ • 5 ~'X ':' Z :3 1.: ( ( 2 ':'A 7- 3~'1\ d ) ''il '• 0- 2 '!''\ l * l 5~' B 5 7- il ':J Ii) ) ·- X :•lb'~ { ( :F- /\6 
1-1\1-i\lll *b't5-Al* !5'-'B'J7-ll'..u) -3'-'AJ'~ ( il{t7-134d)) 
c 




n a J 2 c 1 J., 2 l = l G * ( 3 *A 1*Atl1.< :1r,1.+A6 * ( A":· 11 '• 1+ 1\ /(' •\ 11. ) 1 ; t 1\ 1 : ( 1\ 7 ~'il 6 iJ +r, ;1,,11[, 7 l l 
l + l l.J f.: ( 117 •' i\K * ( B5 f, - i '. 4 u ) + J *I\ L ''tu) •:: ( 3 '! I - i · ' i I HI 1, ·: :, i .:· ( ll 5 :J- 3 ':' <11. :l ) - 2 ~' t\ l * 
1 (A J *t:I 6 /+ 1\ 7-!c cl 6ti-A6* ll TU) +2 * A3 ~' ( :\ 'P 1\6 7 +fl •'.1 :· :' /:J l ) 1 ( f\G 7-l2 ,;, Li l 'l'< ( Z6* Al 
l *A 6 + l 7 *A 3 * 1\'t ) 
c 
c 
i '• o 'tl c 1 1, .i 1 = - • 5 * z u * < 2 ~, 111 °:1 1 '15 & * B 1 a + :, :. : 1 s 1 ,, fl r, 'i 1 1 , .;, 11 s * 1 r~ 1, ,; ,, 1~ 6 1 + s .;, u t, o ,~ s 5 11 - 2 
l *A 6 ~:( [\ 1, ·7 * d 5 8-4« b4 8 ~' ll '.i / l ) + z 1, ~'I 3 (1 i\ '. ·:· l " 11 1 * IJ 'i :J - ·1 1t 5 '~ h I lJ l + 1\ 7 '~ ( 2 ''fYt 6 
1 *ll ') Cl +B 1, iH fl 5 6 ) ... A 8 *I E\ 4 6 •:q\ 5 7 ... 2 * ll't /"l\ 5 6 ) + ,\ .L ( 5 * i\ 5 (':< ll 6 d + i l 5 8 * F\ 6 7 l +A 3 * 
l I B4 7* fl!, Cl -Hld:l * B6 7 l ) + 3 *I Ul* U<i 1.F ( 1\8 *B ec 7 - •\ 1 '' l Gt I · 1 u *7. 7•:1 '% F l ( l 1 + l tt) 
. l*r11-Z 6'1 A 61 l 
c 
















l () 1+ 




l ') ') 
1{>0 




















1 t,::: A l* H (;Cl l l + l 6* I A 6 *A 7 * fliy:1 f\ '•»-A 3'1 :\'l ·" l ;~*A 6 ;. • i, It I\/'' tl 4 'J ) - 1\l •' I A I 
L'-'AB *ll'i6+2*A(J*l\8 *f35-7 ... 2~1 A6*/\ 7'-'l'"'d l +•\ l'"A ~Pl ;\/"H 7,,-i>,'\ (~'1363 l I - I Z8* 
1 Al* AB* I 116 7~' A3 + Z2 * Z 8 *Al ) + I Z7 *A 7 J ~"" 2 ~' I ( ll + Ut l '~ :\ l + Z G '' A6 ) J 
C(4,2l C42 
It) C(4,Jl 
Ml = 1,, DO '~ X*UJ>IWO 
11,rn 1\ Y ( ll = A 0 * Z 1 
A~RAYIZl AO* l2 




OJ 5 K = 1, J 
00 5 {')(( = 1,3 
A = Ai<i<1\Y( l SK) 
I F ( A • (; T • 1 • D- 10 l GD TO 5 0 0 
fR.lJUT = /112.DO 
AL z LJSQRl(l.DO +Al 
GO TO 600 
500 AL= D~ORl(L.DO +"Al 
mo UT = 1. u 0 - AL 
600 !3 = DLUG(DABS((l.00 + ALl/TIUJUTll 
GO TOl1,;~,3),K 
fr: RM = - 5 • D 0 I 3 • D 0 + A + AL * '1 ~, I l. - A/ 2. J 
GD -<1-o 4 
2 TERM= -C.U0/3.DO + 5.00*A/2.DO + (l.+A/2.-5.*A*~/~.UOl*d/AL 
G1J TU 4 
3 TER/11 = -19.00/&~00 - 3 ·''/\/43.*1\L*AL l 1- 35.'~'l/J.'J!l + cP( 16. +24.',A-
l30*A*A-~5.*A**3l/ll6.*AL**3l 
4 SUMRJ(K) = SUMR~(K) + TERM 
~ CONTINUE . 
SUM = O.OJJO 
00 l 0 0 N = l , ft 
DU 100 K, = l ,3 
IK = N*IEXPl + K*IEXPZ - IEXP3 
IFl2*K + N - SJ 100,25,25 
2j IJ!N,Kl = U**N * W**K/SIMP 
!Fl IK-llll 15r75,50 
50 CNK = C!N,K) 
If· X PC = - IE XP ( C NK) I?. 
~XPC = 110.DOl**IEXPC 
C(N,KI = lXPC * C(N,Kl 
I K = I K - l E: XPC 
100 
U;l {') SlJM =SUM ... ({10.LJO)'~:,Ji<. :;<cu .i .. })/J{:'J, ,) .,. sw::\,J(/',) 
n;;> HllJ CUh 11 NUE 
llU F = SUM ~· vli\K/3. 
1H6 
I h 1 
I IJ 8 
I:'.') 
l ') 0 
I 'Jl 
I.') 2 
I 'J 3 
l ') -'t 










r- u :'JU I UN I I: x p I x) 
ltll'LlCIT ;zl:AL ~' 8 IA-:1,ll-ll 
l.'1GILAL ,;, 1 L,LL{~l 
I: ,J ll l V /\ L [: N CL: ( L , Y l 
I Ul J IV /\L rn Cl: I LL ( l l , I ) 
l iC 0 
Y = DA8SI Xl 
Ll.(11)·= L 
I = l - 65 
CUl·JVFRT Fl\lJi'·1 flAS[ 16 ru 1-lASC 10 
lt'XP = l.?O't':<i 
l."n RC fU\N 
!•I F'W 






























"•.11.Tl-lllML'JS[l'l'JAL !NH.Gl<1\Tl(li'I P,1'.JI i.'-: , HNI .. 1'i IV. /\,1S IC i"cJ'.'..'!1\'1 1>Y 
G.! .• '.,liFPPl:Y. pr:1=sEl\.I VE.'!ZSlln ~:c;1 (,'ii •.::;Fi_J i.:O:)>'<f[,\l.LY, i\Y A.J. 
!JUI 1~:=1: ISU\Cl 
~!')I 1':> Is THL' NUlld[ R c:F Ill ~\l:l'JS [ :){!'.:) j Ll ,1[' 1:1r1_ ,;, .\ r !:[) 
AC C I S T HE fJ E 1< C E. 'IT A. C CUP ACY i lf: S 1' ic l , E X P ;-! Lcc• S ': J /1 '; A : i C I ;vi ,\ l 
THE fH~CJG1U\M t;ILL lli\L T Ii- .i ll!S AL;CJ'<,ICY ;~ >:: .1Cl-IF'D 
IT \·JILL .\LS'.J fil\Ll !1- liff i'11\X. 11·:. lll' lft.:1<!1lIU~'S 11;1·; ~ELl'l f<':ICllf'D 
ICJi\f S IS THE l'll Al 'Jl!lttif:,, '."JI li!fccl~'J.\1.S IN f;lc: liYi'~ .. :· ~.nF JVH 1c:H IC:! 
YUU AP.I: l'i/[,·,R11Trnc 
I [1\'./\X IS Tille 1,~,\XIMUl·'i i-!LJ~·:ii:r, ,JF 1\ Ir: ·;,>TS 11r r1:1: I Jl:C;, ';\I 
i~UPlJl'I ":J '1[;\i'IS NLJTHl•'.il; IS, l'U~;C11i:1J, :;u 1'ilJ ,.:. '',T:\:,T 1:; i''l')Sl 1JLL 
IF YUU \·~.\ill ro Rt·S I ,\i-:T F F',[1>1 \·ill!.'[ Tills ;>:; ;:~ u,·, i ;•;';,, s ;:I \[·]PJ~.= l. 
iJSfAFT CAt'.llS At1.C THEN i'lJiCf!Eil ' 1 UT l',W fc1\c:·1 ·lfftl!PI •\ r 1.1r l 'il[Gl{AL. 
i<JUPid~I 0 lii'Ai"JS ffiAl ALL AVA[L,\;<L, UfftJ,C,l\Tl)'~ IS :•'[1'Hc•) 
~;~11'1-IN = l l·Hi\!'JS lH1\l f-U:Z L:/\CH tdri'·.·1.>T AT 1!il: !1!1 1 :; :•,1, i°ll\LY Tlll: 
Hlll:(,:(1,f[:IJ VALUE ;\\JD IT •s i'1li\lJi{ 1\:'.~ :'.<f.lH1I I ur. 
t;.) 1 1!,IN=Z M1-;\i'JS Tel/'\! C.'"LY fHE f-]<\;,\[_ .w~Rru.;r: l<liG '.Ti) ·;1_l)t /\\)IJ rr•s 
Fe R ·{ I; iZ ,\ IZ E i' K I TH ED U IJ l • 
M "() • () L1 A I'd' s fl iJ T r H l s ' : [ l Cl I [ • ; (, l j F rn r c R v 1\ l. ') f : '. :1 '~ y., ( /1 x I s T:J A c•I r; HI t p 
1\L A,\JLJ JEL C,l!'i »F: S[l ·~l,l'fhilf.;<E h:. l 1 1ti_N 0 .IJ ,':!l L .'."l 
DfL~o.n 1)1\:ws 1.JlH Tl-ii·: HHC: 1, 1/AL V1\:'.l 1\Tlllf\ f):'< ,\y( l>i v ::; .~XI s. 
;v.( l l Is THE mi. u F r NT r: ) v i\L s Lil~ r HI" Ir 11 1'\;( I s. 
\,\(.I.! l IS Tiff SIZE ill-' TilL JlH l:';\' 1:'.VAL Oli f1i1. !Tli '.:<IS:J--> l SPJ\CE 
ll ~ v 1\ UJ f. IJ r= I rn u; ,, AL , v = 1:: s T r '1\ f [I) ._.u u i{ IN [ I r ~ (; '. ,\ I [ I I 'J • 
Tiii' INT[GR.l\:·~1J MlJSl iH' I\ F\JNCT l[)i.J su:\:<UUT INI. i (>'.), ,,1IL.o: x il\S ') 
DI .'1tiJ'.SitJN). 
UPPIR Al\ll LtlWl:R LIMITS []f- f.'JTFGl<HliJ:< /\i'E su~1. n ['l IHI: ·~ .. \l'l 1• CC:<l\M 
/1~h> SlllHJl.D LIE UIMJGl.lJ II l'lLCLSSt'.i-"(. IF Wl U;li;\f !VI JS lJVt:•l. H::i fl 
TllA>J 9 ill:1[r~SfiJrh, X( l)' x121 •••• X(iJJJl~Sl ':illl nt: \)')!:~1 f\'., .~·C;\w, IHS. 
101 
c SCALI' MAY ill Clf;\:"J(;fD rr: Tiltc SQiJf,!<., ell' F(X) IS TCJU t_1\'~;)1/S1·i/'\LI_, 0 19't. 
L lHt1l tlliLKf·Llh.:/Ul~iJLIU:lll\I UC(U1'S (JllU. RUNNliHi. 1')5. 
l. ')9 1.-\P LI C I T i<t'ii L * l.J I f\-11, U-l ) 
JOO 
/01 
























: ~ ;,• (~ 
-:) ? ., 




. ~ J.?. 
.~:-:.3 
>'3'• 
'·~ .) r> 
:• lli 
, ;7 
~, J 0 
., J9 
.. ·1,0 
;· • l 
i.::!.2 
.. 'd . 






D I M ENS 11 l N X 1\ { 3 CJ 0 , 11 J , V f\ I :1 l) 1 l , 'J l , Y A ( . l u l , 'J J , ) ,\ ( n l , I A ( 'J J , • i '! ,\ ( 3 ) 0 , 'J ) , 
2 MA ( 9 l , '11'-I ( 9 ) , AP ( 2l , I\ ( 'J ) , L i·I ( 1)) , X !.l ( l ) l , X L( •_I) , )'. 1 J ( ·,· ) , 1l :< ( 'I ) , c( ( 9 ) , X Y I') I 
OIMfNSIU1\J X21 1JI .IDIVl9l,XY219l 
CnM ~llN/t PSI LI I:: PS, l CllUNr 
C l ,_. MUN I fl I\ I N I S I M P , rn /\ N S 
CUM~ilN /MIMI /\MU 
C 0MMl1N/PI\RMS11\C L , mJl MS , I CU ii [ S, I TM \X , 1\.i' 'i>lJ 'I , I~ IJ 1H( IN 
OllTI\ NJPlJNl,NPUN/'NU',' /\ 1 / 
H 3 F (J R 1".A T (/ l 
<Jlt f- l J J{l>IA TI GE 1 5. It) 
7ll FflRl1f\T (' THE INTCRVAL, VDLUi1c l\NcJ LR.11.11:: !\N<\lYSI s f'OR TdE Af\GVC AN 
2 S 1-J Ef, I <; AS F 0 L L U\J S : t l 
HIE l'UllfJl.Hl~G 3 flJNCT[(JNS i\Rt USED f'dl~ DUIJilLE ;'l:fCISIUI~ 
ABS( . \)~OABSIAl 
I\ L U l; ( lll = D L LlG ( B l 
S,JR T( Cl =DSQRT( Cl 
C * ''* ~' ~' '' EST i\ tl L IS H I 'l IT I AL INT E G ,:z AT I Dr~ P 1i ,.; f, '·fr TL RS 
FLOATINl = 01-LLli\T(N) 
Pl = 3.1415926535897900 




Y= 0. 0 
ND l M=NO If.IS 
XNO = l.00/FLOATINDINl 
AL=.3 
11EL = .4 
AL=l.0-i\L 
NfrlT=ICl.li3ES 
NMX =I TM1\X 
XNTCT=NTOT 
X1\iJ S<J=X1\lHlT*'·' (-2.0>~XNLll 
fl[= 1.0-1\L 
GAi-1=. 5~'f\E 
~":'*~'* GENEi~i\TE p.:rnsr SPACE VflLUHl FK li1 l.L1ITS .,..,.,,,,. 
L1 XI' F~ IJ Ll= 1 • 
Ull 401 J=l,iFll1'l 
'1, 1)1 
c 
DX( Jl = XU( Jl - XL( J) 
OXPRl;t) .= JX ( J) >!<,JXPIHJJ 
: (. 
c 
'·''!' r:lJMPIJTE l'Hl' XA(J,Il INHl\VALS SU flL\T rile su;1 UN FACH )!MOJS!(Jl-Jccl. 
UO t10 1=1,NDIM 
N=,11\( I l 
l.'1( !)=IHI( l) 
X A I ~;, I I = 1 • DO 
IF(N-ll 40,40.3ll 
3 8 Del 39 J = 2, N 
YJ X A I N, l l = X A ( N, I l -X A ( J-1 , l I 
'1 ll C IJ 1' fl NUE 
****** P~l~T THE INPUT PARAMETE~S AND 11ATA ****«*~****************** 
I F (ti 'l P J!. I NI 3 7 , 3 I , 3 4 
:17 WR I TL ( Nl.lU f, 3 ll 
I'/ i\ I TF ( \J l I UT, 7 2l ND I MS, I C lJ I I [ S, I T '1 A X, 1\ CC 
f2 FOPM/\f (' THIS IS A '• ll,' IJ!MFNSILJNAL l\Jl[l;lt1\I.. •,/,' TH~ VCJLU'1E 0 
2F l~Jrl:l;IU\JION \<JILL l:lf: O!Vlll[() !NT1J Af>i'KUXH1/1lf'LY 1 ,16,' HY'PlckCUHE.S 
3. 1 ,/, 1 1H[ CALCULATIU"'l \Jill f[:',i'\INATI:: llFll'R 1 ,13,' lfl1<1\TIONS, UNL 
'tESS Tit[ CUMULATIVE' ACCUl~.'\CY CF •,FIJ.3,' IS 1{[1\CHED EM<.LIH.'l 
IF U1flPUrJ.EU.Ol Nl'UN=NO~UNl 





.'. ; 1 
93ll FORMAT (lX,f\2, 1 REST1W.T OCC.K \ULL llE f'u,:C!IU.'l 
WIU Tr: (NOUT, 8'.19) AMU 
H9<J f'(1!<1'-';\T( 1 MlJl)N ro EL[CfRON MASS f'.M!O =·,,·Ll.'>) 
~Ii\ I 11: rNOUT, 901 
;", 3 9 o F o R M 1.i 1 i x , / 1 , 1 * 0 • -~ • , i ~ x , 'l : w u r D A r ,\ • .i '<< , • 1'.' ,, * • 1 
;>c;1, WR! ff ( NDUT ,3) ( l,MA! 1), I ~l, trn! :-IS l 
75'i 3 F."rnMAT ( 1 MAl 1 ,ll, 1 l= 1 ,l3l 
2'56 W'UTE INOUT,831 
.",·f OrJ '' l=l,NO!MS 
.'SB N~MA ! I l 
l'J') WR! fEINuUr,911) 
,'60 '• W'd H (NOUT,91+) (XA(J,{) ,J=l,Nl 
/61 34 l~klrE' (NOUT,3ll 
.'.62 31. t=LJRl"f\T llHl), 
:'63 
,! u 1 .. 
(.~() 5 
.'Ii 6 
) [, 7 
:•()8 




ENCV = O. 
YYYCV = 0. 
c **':":'*'!' ENTl~.Y AND RE-ENTRY FUFZ Tlli: I"lTcGR1Hlc'>; P;;.Ju•:s ITSELF ':":"~H*~' 
.'·,•) 3(1 01:; l'':i I=l,NDIM 
lfQ Sf\( ll=O.O 
.'fl YA(l,Il=O.O 
272 N=MA! l I 
.' r 3 1)0 25 J = 1 , N 
,: 7 1~ Y f\ I J+ 1 , I l = Y /\ ( J , I l + X A I J , 1 l 
.'(') :\NAIJ,!l==O.O 
'f1' 25 Vf\(J,ll=O.O 
. fl iZK=!<K+l 
'18 ~f\=HA(Yl 
, 7 '1 rm= 11A ( <l i 
·;o NC=MA!ll 
',;J W=MA!6l 




. ' I(: 
·(·.1 
> . .;t} 
J' J ~) 
1\ff = ,'~/, ( 4 ) 
Nf;= 1'111 I 3 l 
Nit=i"Al2l 
NI=MA!ll 
CVSlJ:1 = fl. 
C 'n °:1 ,,, * '-' MI\ J <JI{ J iH l.: G ;{AT [ LIN 
1JO l Ii.\·" l ti-JA 
I\( 'J )oo I A 
X ll I 'J l "'X /\ ( l A , 9 l 
')I) 1 !tl"'l'~"tl 
1<.! 8 I= Ill 
X 11! tJ l = X ll I 'l l '~ X A I I B , ,3 I 
I JCJ l ll> l , NC 
i<.lfl=IC 
Xii ! fl = X ll ! 0 J :<;~I\ ( IC , f I 
ll.l J. !l):ol,ND 
K ( 1, l =I D 
Xll ! o) =XU ( ll * X !\ ( I IJ , 6) 
l),J l fl::l,NE 
I\ ( '.J ) =I Fe 
XII( 'i) =Xi>l fi) /.:Xii{ IE, 5) 
lJll l lf'::l,Nt= 
K!-'tl"lf 
X: I ( 1.J = X l\ ( 5) '~ XA ( IF , 1+ I 
LOOP 
103 
? {i r) ... 
3 1 7 • 
[)[) l IG,~l,NG 
K( I)" IG 
Xfll JJ 7 Xfl(t1)*X.\( IG,3) 
DlJ l 111=1,NH 
K ( ? l" I 11 
XI)( !l~XPUl'~Xfl(IH, 2) 
tlll l 11=1,N! 
K ( ll= I I 
1 i 1, x n t 1 1 " x ; i t 2 > 'n'. /\ 1 r 1 , l l 
C ':'''*Xii(!) IS THF !llFFlli.EiHl/\L CU,L \li:Ltl!H' l'I ')-->l '.;Pflu' x'''~"~ 
'l '> l'llX=Xf> ( 1 l * I) Xi"UJ:J 
I: * * '' '' I' I l ! l S T H F iJ I f f' E R H : T ! 1\ L I. J : ~ L '' ( , I '. J. " j , ·I HI.·~ C T I CJ i"J '.' f' \ Cc '' ;, * '' 
1'. ':"n T;\J(': r·.-iu l'ULS 1\T Tf1L: i,LJ11L Vl'LLJ':c. t:I FiJiiCl'lcl:\1 SP·kl: h'•~ 
: I 1, !'I: J 'J 'J t1 l , 2 
1 -r uu rr_, 1 = 1 , rw 1 M 
'.Ill .J~l<!ll 
' l 'J IJ ~ RMJl([} 
1.: ·J Sll1.llJLlJ llJ: A R1\iJDUM ''U i.\Lf~ r,i 1 .. '"" f). :\ ~:J l. 
I,'() 
'.' l 
I ) "') 
' ( 
'.' ) 
X Y ( I) ·~ Y /\ ( J, l l ; XI\ ( J, I l '' 1J 
X ( I ) - XL ( l l + X Y ( I ) ':•1) X ( I l 
:\Y2(l)-= Yf\(J,!l ~ X1\(J,ll (J - )) 
X2lll ., XU!l + XYi'(l) :• :J/(IJ 
-{') 1.r·~1r·JNUl: 
r: ,. ~· ,, '~ '' f' ( Xl IS THE l NTJ:r;f.'.,\ 01:.) 
c 
.;'.1 Al ,\NTH(X) 
.'o ii? /\ l 
· 1 f\ V 1, ~ ( .~ I + f\ 2 l I 2 • 
. ~I .~I' ( ~·1) = PUX '~ ,\VG/•; CALI: 
' "J 'j'J Ci FJ 'f li'J UL· 
1: ·H": CIJ:tl'UTi_ Tilt' 1\\JS.1Lf~ :\l,:J V.\'.jr, EI·' Till'.) 
f,~JS='\P( l l ~AP(,>) 
. l V ,_\ i·'. '-' •\ <I .S ( ;\ I J ( l ) - 1\ p ( 2 ) ) 
I F ( v I\.\ • L r: • l • [_ - Ji+ ) v I\ 1< = 1. I: -- ~ 1, 
'\ Vf\IZ = VAll•:'VA!~ 
I:. :z .\Ti ll' I · " ,. 
r: <:00:1 •: 1 Slill·:t' Till: ClJl:·ic VULU'~lS 1\fU Vf\i' I;\':~·.) F1J1. i :1L; fl;,", l tu:•J -~-"~ 
· ·:,. fO'i 1ltl l I=l,i<I0[:--1 




,\ ·J f\ ( J ' I ) = I~ I~ f\ { J ' [ ) + I\ N .s 
VA ( J, [ ) =V .\ ( J, i l +V.i\!Z 
1 r = 2 
\'i IJU 9l't [<c[,ND!M 
; r) •; 1-'1 I l " l I ':' .~ ,\ ( I ) 
d llT=lfI +II 
·, :· v v c. ) • I) 
,Ii~~ f\!,:~(J. 
C '' ,,,;- \ .J :~ HI t C lJ 'l E V rJ LU '1 i.: S :\: W V 1\ ': I .\:•: \, i :; r= r1 «. I l I :, l ff I< "· I l ': ! « ~ ~ 
..... 1J:; [') [.~=l.~d 
,1,'..J il/\=,11\+•\0~1\( IA, ll 
" , f• I'-' V V" VI/+ VA { l •\, l l 
(. L/\ICIJL/\1'1' .\~JrJ P1:Ii';f1JllT 1111' [,;TCCl<l\I ,I, 1H:J 1 <~!if'. (\1 ,\'< 1 11\JU) V, 
c f:JI. llll'o [fl'<'fdll1" ('.:clF'r. L.?9 Gl'Jfc'; iJ06 Cll'ir!:JUJCI l'ilii·'.1/1\L). 
c 1111 /,IJj,i,,\!~Ei.J V!\l.IJE F-UI·', lill: ['Jfl:•,;uu 1:; y, t"ILi /\Vf_. V•\'.l.\\JC:i: IS)!. 
,:,f 'J~, lJc1~fl·:·.';>'~')L1\Lt 
: • , 11 v" :" ;1·: r < v v ; 2 • l 1, l . "'•J *::; c :\ u 
"'1''! !cl~! cc( U/V J '~· 0~2 
'10 C:"'-l'HL~ll 
'ii YYY 0•YYY ~ U ~'I 'll 
~»? YcoYYY/l:N 
104 
J L :'. • 
J l ,, . 
_l 2 '.l. 
?, (, 2 • 
3 r, 3 • 
3 r.,rt • 
105 
153 SI= Al\ S ( Y/S;.JRTIFN) 
C ~<>!• * ~· ~~ * P I\ l N 1 AN IJ I r11; P lJ I'< CH J N C CJ I NG PA i: ~.1-H; T Li\ S r· :1 1{ RE ST 1\ •c r * (<:• * ~· * ':"~ * * * 
'Vi4 'Jll F(ll{M1\fl' Tiff Ftll.LllW!NG Mtl XJ\(J,',[l, 1 ) P:Tll<VALS IM J-->l ':,1>M:r 1 l 
]55 912 FORMAi(' THE FLlllcHJING MU- f\Nl\(J, 1 ,Jl,') V1:Jl.U"1ES r;, FUNCTION SPACE 
l t ) 
"356 'H3 FORMJ\fl' THE' FOUmJING AR[ VA(J, 1 ,11,•1 Ei\i{IJ~:; IM HmCT!J'l si>;\CE'l 
"1'57 IF 1:-.JUl'RIN.LE~ll 
2Wll!TflNUUT',13)KK,u.v,v,sr. ITT 
J58 W'.\ITf.1612150) ICOUNT,EPS 
1'>9 2150 FllR"lf\TllH0,3X,'1COUNT = 1 ,JX,J5,6X, 1 EPSILO.~J = 1 ,3X,Dl'J.8) 
j(;Q lCUUNT = 0 
J6l II' (NOPPIN.LE.0) WRITE UUUT,701 
')£12 DD 82 l=l,NDiM 
363 N=MAl!l 
364 IF(NJPUN )302,3021299 
.l o'.i _,. ? ':ILJ IF< I. rn. ll 
1W;{lkli"JPNCH;2'?ill l\CC 1 NiJ!,b,[CLJIJES,ITMAX,NJPJfJ,NUP:>.P.J,t1'1U 385. 
J66 298 FJRMATIFl0.5,515,Fl0.5) 38G. 
'3ii7 NMl =N-1 
l l> !3 W ;{ I Tf: I 1\J PNC H , 9 3 l ( X ,t;, ( J , l l , J = l , NM l ) 
169 93 FJRMATIBE10.4l 
J 70 Dll JO't L.= 1, 300 
Hl IF( N-L>::s-ll 302,303,304 
.>l?. 30:.l 1-rn l TE ( ;~PNCH, 731 
_j/3 T3 FU1H'ilf(lH l 
":,/It Gfl TD 302 
1r5 30'• corn1:~uE 
\/6 3U2 IF ( N;JPRI1~.GT.ul GU ro l.12 
.H7 \/RI Tf. ( NOUT, 83 l 
1.'8 Wk!H!;·J 1.1UT19lll 
7 l 'J ~Ji\ I TF (N n UT , ':I It ) I X A I J ,J J , J"' 1 , NJ 
; ii CJ WR I ff ( i~ l.l UT , 73 I 
_1:31 WidTf(NiJUT,9121 I 
''J2 ~11Ult: [1~:1ur,94)(/\NA(J,I),,J=l,Nl 
l33 W~IT~INUUT,731 
\<J4 W'~ITEl1~UUT,•Jl"3l I 
lf35 vii<! ff (IWUl ,<Jt1) IVA!J,Il ,J=l.t·ll 
',J6 CJ?. Clli'JTI NiJE 
)l\7 IF (1"J1JPP.!r'•.l.E.Ol WRITE (i~ilUT ,83 
.lutl lJ FUR~':\f(/////////,I THE IiHt'.~'<A·l Ll Vt\LUE rn= I'll•.: FIJ~~ClllJi (j~- ATH''i-'T 
c 
',•J9 
l ') 0 
c 
c 
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\<)2 
~I ~j J 
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?. No • • , 1 3, • Is : • , E 12. 5, I , 1, ·tX , f '.> r r MATE J c: :c' •. ; '' : 1 , E L'. :.; , 1, • TH 1: Av 
"3TkAGr: l:HEGf~ATEIJ VALUE AT TlllS SfAGf 1s: 1 ,u2.5,;,2Lx.•,·1IT•! iit" ,.,~k 
·+u P, Es r 1 MATE u r-: : • , E 12. s , / , • TH fc F u r~c T I ON H .\ ·; h ,- 1: r J c !\ t L U) • .t ~ , • rr 
'jllES .• ,/// l 
•:=~'~"~~<;'= Cill:CK ACC. C P,l TUU ON: I 1: NCH 'H: f, TRY Al;,\ I'~ "":'*~"~'>':":'""'':. 
'Jl'j IFISl-AGS(Y) *ACCl'.'.5,35, 101 
1()1 C1.1NTI NUE 
*************************************************~******************** 
CH/\:\JG[ lidf.:IW:\l Sil[ AS ... r-u·H:rrn.~ fli' Li\1\l']l{S 
S=l .O/XNTCIT 
00 l':i l=l,NOli'1 
TAI Il=,O.O 
l~=MA( l l 
llU Vt J=l1N 
IF IV A ( J, I I l 511 511 52 
51 V/\(J.tl=VV*l.E-68 
:,2 tl=AUIG(VV/VA(Jtlll 
IF lil.LF..O.l 1'3= l.E-06 
B=Ll~dl.-XA(J,!I) 
YAI J, I l=XAI J, l I *H**DEL 
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11 l 7 
:, l 8 
SA I l l =I ;, A I I I ** G 1\M l * ( ZM I I I** A Ll 
S=:.''Sl\lll 
on 15 J = 1, N · 
15 YA! J.Il =Y~IJ,Il/Tr\( Il 




DO 6 7 I = 1 , NO,[ M 
ZMI Il=SAl!l/S 
MN I I l = L M ( I l +. 5 
IF I ~.\JI l l -2 l 2 6, 26, 6 7 
,, .• 2(, Milli II =2. 
J::J+l 
67 FM=FM/FLUAT(MN!lll 
i1l9 .33 IF I NU! i-1-Jl 32,32,233 
~20 233 FM=FM**ll.O/FLUATINOI~-Jll 
421 L=O 
422 GM==XNTOT. 
1, 2 3 DJ e I " 1 , N 0 I M 
"•~~ 4 I f' I ~~I·< I l l - 2 l 8 , 8 , 2 a 
1,25 ?.~I MNI l)=l·LDAHMNl!ll'~f'M+.' 
'1? 6 I F ( ;-1:~ I 1 l- 2 l 2 9 , 2 9 , 2 7 
'1 ;~ "l 2 l l F I MN I I l - J 0 0 I i:I , 8 , 9 
:,L8 9 MN(!) =300 
~29 GO TO 8 
·,JQ 29 MNI I) :-:2 
~Jl J=J+l 
tJ2 L==l 
·t.33 B GM=C1'-1/f'l.OATIMNl!ll 
FM= G"1 
IFILl32,32,33 
f: l\C-1 1\X l S 






32 0 0 16 l = 1, NO I M 
N=MNI ! l 
I F ( "'N ( ( ) - MA ( I l ) () (l ' ,, CJ I 6 8 
(, d FI\ C T" I' L U !\ T I M Id I I l II L 0 II Tl r~ l 
FA=O,O 
;41 DO 43 J=l,N 
·,:,z Gl\=FA 
·1'1,3 FA= Fl\+ F /\CT 
·,I+ t, JG·= Gt.\ 
~45 JF=F/\ 
'' 't 6 I F ( J f'. -J G- l ) 't tr, f; It, l+ ~ 
***************** 
,.,7 "it• Xl\(J,!)::(f/\-FLOAT!JFll*Yl\lJF+l,Il-IG/\-l:UJATlJi'll'-'Y'\(JG~l,Il 
1,1,u c;J J1J 1,3 
1 11 <) '•') i\ l l I=' J1j+2 
, ') O XA ! .I, I l = ! F A-f' LU .U l ,ff I J <;YI\ ( .J H l , I l t l l • lH F Lll 1\1 ( J G l -1; 1< J ·~YA ! J '.I+ 1, I l 
'1~>l KKK=Kll) 
1,~2 Dtl 'i6 L"'l<KK,Jf 
.... j 3 4(, XA ( ,) ,J ) .: X1\ I J ,J l + y I\( L rl ) 
·,.,4 1d C:JNrtNUt: 
1'15 MAI!)=;~ 
11'.16 GO TtJ 16 
·, •; 7 69 Dll fl't J = l, N 
I 'j ll i-)11 x A (I J ,I ) = y A ( J ,I ) 
1, •; 9 16 C 0 N 11 NlJE 
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***'~** wrurr: OUT FlN!\L Pill·~!\l·IL'ITI:'; i.NlJ FX!T PRlhJRi\:1 *****''·~~>:"*'~***'~~' 
35 WRlTEINUUT,222lKK,Y,Sl 
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2 E l2.5l 
RE TURN 
!:NO 
FUNCTION R!\NF (NARGI 
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C fU6J 
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C R360 
1,f,6 EQUIVALFNCE IRAN,JRANI R360 
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c C( 360 
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APPENDIX D 
CALCULATION OF SLOPE B FOR €-CUTOFF 
Let us consider the contribution to a( 6 ) (yy) from ans-neighbor-
JJ 
hood of (T = z 6 + z 7 + z 8 ) = 0. To this end we study the analytic 
structure of the integrand in the vicinity of T = O. We recall that 
the singularity of F(z) at T = 0 is associated with large virtual 






which occurs in the 
T-+0-+U-+0 
(zl +z)(z +z)T 4 3 5 
(zl + z 4 )[z2T + z (z + z8)] 7 6 
(z + z 5 )[z2T + z6(z7 + z >] 3 8 
ZB (z2z6 + z2z7 + z6z7) 
expansion 
F 
of the function F 
cnk 
I 




Now since the p peak (a mass singularity that behaves like Lnp as 




we are led to expect that a common neighborhood of 
0 and T 0 (D-4) 
may give a large contribution; therefore, let us consider the expansion 
a (6) (yy) 
jJ 




7f J dz" 
2 
S7r J dz" 
2 
6 z z z B 
1 3 6 46 
0 3 !':i.1;2 
0 0 
El ( 1-z - z -T) 
1 2 
where (all expressions are evaluated at z 3 
dz" dz dz 2dz dz dz 1 6 7 8 
TU 
El (1-z -z -T) 
1 2 










We now examine the dominant behavior of U near T=O. We note that the 
0 
vanishing of U0 as T ~ 0 is enhanced as z 1 ~ 0 and z 2 ~ O; therefore, 
we drop terms of order 





0, and z1 
U - z T + z (z + z ) 
0 12 6 7 8 








the integrations on x and y are easily performed. The leading contri-
bution to A( 6 ) from a small domain in the neighborhood of y = 0 is 
( z (z +z ) 
6 7 8 8(1-T) (D-11) 
With an E-cutoff on the upper limit of integration on T, we obtain the 
contribution to .A (5 ) from the interval O < T < E << 1 




Finally from Eqns. (D-5) and (D-12) we obtain 
a( 6 )(E) 
µ 
2 m 
( ~) 3 { .:!!__ Ln __]:!_ Ii_ + . · · · } 
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APPENDIX E 
DETERMINATION OF THE 0( 6 ) (1) TERM FOR THE 
PHOTON-PHOTON SCATTERING CONTRIBUTION 
We now examine in detail the. determination of the 0 (6 ) (1) term and 
the identification of A( 6 ) as the coefficient of Lnp in Eqn. (17). We 
begin with the expression in Eqn. 
( 6) 
(5) for I (p) • Making use of Eqns. 
' (6) 
(6) and (13), we can write I (p) as 
where 
I (6) (p) 
I (6) ( ) 
A . p 
dz' 
r!6) (p) + I~6) (p) 
f vdvdz' {c31 + c32 + c33} 
u3 w w2 w3 
(E-1) 
It is easily seen that it I (6 ) (p) exists. Doing the integral over z 3 p-+o A 
using the delta function, and letting v = Ip x for terms n = 1,2 we find 
that 
114 
0( 6 ) (1) -
A 





f 2U l: I'!. 







where dz", l. , G , etc., are defined in Eqn. (16). To extract the 0(1) 
0 4 
part of 1(6 ) we first expand 
B 
I (6) f 
dz"vdv = 
B 3 u w 





G G33 -2p!::. pl::.) } -22 pf).+ (--+ 
L: w L: 2 w w 














We now consider the extraction of the underlying 0 (1) term, wh.i.ch we 
call O~~) (1), in the first term of Eqn. (E-3). (6) As is known, r 8 is 
logarithmically divergent. The coefficient of Lnp is 
= 
To obtain 0(6 ) (1) consider 
Bl 
f dz" vdv w 
0 
= 
E G3 = - f dz" 
! dz" 
G0 l: K2 + p!::.o 






D = H p-+o 




f dz" f 
K 
0 




pt:, v + 
0 0 
l: Go l:G3 
~} vdv {--
3 3 u w u w 
0 0 
0 
d G3 G3 v {- - -} 










0 (6 ) (1) 
Bl -














+ --3 Lnp} 




Combining Eqns. (E-2), (E-4), and (E-10), we obtain the 0(1) term of 
I(6) (p) • 
0 ( 6 ) (1) = f dz" 
Go 
0 + __!l 
Gl2 2E 
{ 0 
2U E A 
0 0 0 
G0 E K2 
0 0 
G32 3 G33 
--+---
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